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Founded in 2014, Allary Éditions is an independent trade publisher. Following a strict 
editorial selection process, we publish no more than 20 titles per year. Our authors 
build an oeuvre, and include Diane Brasseur, Raphaël Glucksmann, Alexandre 
Lacroix, Charles Pépin, Bernard Pivot, Matthieu Ricard, and Riad Sattouf. Our books 
provide reading pleasure while enriching the reader at the same time.

www.allary-editions.fr
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Orig. Title: Pourquoi remettre au 
lendemain ce qui peut être fait le 
surlendemain?
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
100 pp.
November 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Under Option
Germany, Korea

 MATTHIAS DEBUREAUX

Allary Éditions

POURQUOI REMETTRE 
AU LENDEMAIN CE QUI 

PEUT ÊTRE FAIT 
LE SURLENDEMAIN ?

Allary Éditions

 L'art de ne pas s'y mettre 
par l'auteur de 

De l'art d'ennuyer en racontant ses voyages

A funny book that makes you want to travel

Historically, the art of traveling blends with the art 
of talking about our travels. In other words, it blends 
with the art of annoying our relatives by showing off 
our happiness or pretending to be adventurers. Our 
ability to knock people out with our travel stories has 
become limitless, so we no longer give our audience 
any breathing space. 

Drawing from an ancestral know-how, Matthias 
Debureaux initiates us to this subtle art in this bitingly 
ironic manual that mocks all our failings as tourists. 
A short text that has a refined style and sharp wit.

Matthias Debureaux is the editor-in-chief of Citizen K magazine. His most recent 
book is How to Bore People with Your Travel Stories (De l’art d’ennuyer en racontant 
ses voyages, Allary Éditions 2015); more information on this title below.

Essay | Humor

never Put Off tiLL tOMOrrOw what yOu can 
DO the Day after tOMOrrOw JuSt aS weLL

MatthiaS Debureaux
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A book that has the power to make you totally 
idle and carefree. 

“Tomorrow is often the busiest day of the week,” so 
says a Spanish proverb. To which Mark Twain replies: 
“Never put off till tomorrow what you can do the day 
after tomorrow just as well.” As the title suggests, this 
book takes sides with the American humorist to poke 
fun at our inclination toward procrastination, giving 
us all the advice we need to never get started at all.

Forget about the tips to override your natural pen-
chant for laziness and get you to the grindstone; this 
is a book for the shirker within. Do your friends and 
family see you as a slacker? That’s because people now 
confuse lounging with idleness. Behind this book’s 
biting humor is true wisdom: procrastination is as 
old as time, and our efficiency-mad society tends to 
ignore its virtues.

Orig. Title: De l’art d’ennuyer en 
racontant ses voyages
100 pp. 
November 2015

German translation available

Rights Sold
Germany, Korea

10,000+ copies sold

Essay | Humor

Also available: 

“You could die laughing. I read it in one fell swoop in Belgium, where I was giving 80 conferences about 
my travels.” — Sylvain Tesson
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Ludovic Escande is an editor of French literature at Gallimard where he publishes 
Sylvain Tesson, among others. He is a member of the Gallimard reading committee 
and director of the Arpenteur collection.
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cLiMbing MOnt bLanc

When Jean-Christophe Rufin and Sylvain 
Tesson take an editor who suffers from ver-
tigo up to an altitude of 4800 m, climbing 
Mont Blanc becomes an adventure marked 
by literature and friendship.

“One winter’s evening, I was having supper with my 
writer friend Sylvain Tesson and confessed that I 
wasn’t doing well: I was going through a divorce and it 
was getting me down. I was not myself. He suggested 
making one of my oldest dreams come true: climbing 
Mont Blanc. At that point, I had never been climbing 
in my life. And for a good reason: I suffer from ver-
tigo; climbing a ladder makes me panic. But moun-
tain climbing was a childhood dream, so I followed 
Sylvain’s instructions: don’t give up smoking, don’t 
drink less, and go running at least three times a week.

Six months later, we were getting ready to climb our 
first mountain: the Pointe Percée, in the Aravis range, 
near Chamonix. It is a magnificent rocky summit, 
high in the sky, like they put on post cards. I had still 
not gotten over my serious problem with vertigo and 
had never set foot on a mountain face, but Sylvain led 
me to the top. A few days later, with Jean-Christophe 
Rufin and Daniel Du Lac, a world champion climber, 
I would set off to conquer Mont Blanc and experience 
one of the most intense and beautiful weeks of my life.”

This book tells the story of this climb. A mountain 
climbing story, of course, but also a story of friend-
ship, a portrait of two magnificent writers, and a rule 
for living: never give up on your childhood dreams.

“The book hides a touching, captivating and sometimes very amusing story. The subject, moreover, is 
very serious: to put oneself to the test, to seek deep within oneself to overcome his demons, to overcome 
his fears, and to trust one’s friends.”  —  Andrea Canobbio, Giulio Einaudi Editore 

“A sincere and rather comical narrative coming less from Roger Frison-Roche than from gonzo moun-
taineering accompanied by a lesson in life. Maybe men have a need for weakness.” — Livres Hebdo

Narrative Non-Fiction | Travel Writing

Orig. Title: L’Ascension du mont 
Blanc
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
150 pp.
August 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Rights Sold
Italy | Einaudi (auction)
Germany | Malik/Piper (preempt)
Korea | Mujin Tree

LuDOvic eScanDe
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JOUDE JASSOUMA
avec LAURENCE DE CAMBRONNE

JE VIENS D’ALEP
ITINÉRAIRE D’UN RÉFUGIÉ ORDINAIRE

First Person Narrative

i’M frOM aLePPO. a Migrant’S fate

“Joude Jassouma narrates the miracle of survival in a book.” — Le Journal du Dimanche

“This narrative without pathos sweeps away many a prejudice. A worthwhile book.” 
— L’Express 

“The two years that have changed the course of his life and this epic – in which Joude Jassouma 
could have lost his life many times – give an understanding of the different phases of the 
conflict.” — Le Monde

JOuDe JaSSOuMa with Laurence De caMbrOnne
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Orig. Title: Je viens d’Alep. 
Itinéraire d’un réfugié ordinaire
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
224 pp.
March 2017

Material Available
French MS
English sample

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Romania | Niculescu
Brazil | Autêntica

7,000+ copies sold

The first account of a refugee from Aleppo 
who fled the fighting and crossed the 
Mediterranean to seek refuge in France.

June 2015. Aleppo sinks into chaos. Like hundreds 
of thousands of civilians, Joude Joussama decides 
to flee, taking his wife, Aya, and their little daughter 
Zain with him.

Three years before, his city had swung into civil war. 
The clashes between Bashar al-Assad’s army and the 
rebel forces led by the jihadists of the al-Nosra front 
and the Islamic State now happened on a daily basis. 

This book tells the exodus of a child from Aleppo’s 
poor neighborhoods who is in love with novelist 
Flaubert and poet Eluard, traveling from the banks 
of the Levant to the Breton coasts, passing through 
Istanbul and the refugee camps of the island of Leros.

The odyssey of an anonymous hero who, at the peril of 
his life, crossed the Aegean Sea aboard a small plastic 
boat in search of a safe haven.

The most important migratory crisis since the Second 
World War is told for the first time from within, 
through the eyes of an ordinary refugee.

Joude Jassouma (1983), originally from Aleppo in Syria, was welcomed in 
Martigné-Féchaud, a village in Brittany. He is one of the ten thousand Syrians who 
arrived in France out of the four million thrown out on the streets by the war.

Laurence de Cambronne was editor-in-chief at Elle and writes for M Le Monde. 
She’s involved with associations that help the migrants who arrive on the Greek island 
of Leros and lives half the year in Greece, where she met Joude.
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Orig. Title: Pour que la philoso-
phie descende du ciel
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
235 pp.
February 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

4,000+ copies sold

More than just a school subject, philosophy is 
in fact an emanation of life.

Twenty-four centuries after the death of Socrates, it 
is time for everyone to stop acting like ideas are some 
kind of intimidating celestial beings. To get over the 
idea that the great philosophical notions are floating 
over our heads somewhere beyond our grasp or that 
they belong to a discrete, inaccessible reality.

Philosophizing shouldn’t be reserved to specialists 
and scholars. It is first and foremost an act of thought 
that is accessible to everyone, as long as we trust our 
own judgment and make the effort to consider our 
own condition.

Drawing on that conviction, Alexandre Lacroix ex-
plores themes such as desire, courage, history, eroti-
cism, nature, language, aging, God and more…

Starting systematically from an actual experience, a 
striking dream, a conversation with friends, a mem-
ory of a person who has passed away, a landscape or 
even a toothache, he shows that, far from being ab-
stract constructions, ideas generally spring from a 
concrete connection to the world.

Alexandre Lacroix has been the managing editor of Philosophie Magazine since it 
was founded. His essays and novels have been translated into a dozen languages. His 
books include The Orphan (L’Orphelin), Journey to the Center of Paris (Voyage au cen-
tre de Paris), How Can We Live If We Don’t Believe in Anything? (Comment vivre lor-
squ’on ne croit en rien ?) and Contribution to Kiss Theory (Contribution à la théorie du 
baiser). His previous essay was What Binds Us (Ce qui nous relie, Allary Éditions, 2016).

Essay  | Philosophy

tO bring PhiLOSOPhy back DOwn tO earth 

“Epiphanies spring from this ‘biosophic’ exercise. Alexandre Lacroix invites the reader to live 
every moment as a new occasion to think.” — L’Humanité

“Loving the ideas, giving them form by making them sound and stumble into their own exis-
tence.” — Philosophie Magazine

aLexanDre LacrOix
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Orig. Title: Leur séparation
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
100 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

In the run-up to her tenth birthday, her life is 
turned upside down by her parents’ divorce. 
Thirty years on, she is not trying to under-
stand or explain, but to speak this wound 
that is so hard to heal.

“On that Saturday morning in January, my mother 
was waiting for me at the school gates. Like every oth-
er day, we walked down the rue des Boulangers, but 
instead of stopping at the intersection we turned left 
onto rue Monge. I looked back and noticed a remov-
als truck parked outside our building. My mother held 
my hand tightly in hers.”

In early 1989, when she is about to turn ten, her life is 
turned upside down by her parents’ divorce.

The story of a disrupted life is juxtaposed against hap-
py childhood memories of a family of three. Thirty 
years on, the little girl has grown up and fixes her gaze 
on the separation. She is not trying to understand or 
explain but simply speak the heartbreak, that feel-
ing of betraying one whenever she is with the other, 
that pain that is sometimes still so alive. Why is this 
wound, shared by so many children, so hard to heal?

Following an acting career, Sophie Lemp is now a writer and adaptor. She regularly 
works on radio plays at France Culture and published her first book, The Thread (Le 
Fil, Editions de Fallois), in 2015.

Literary Fiction

their SeParatiOn

“A crack in one’s childhood, rendered with total modesty, accuracy and sensitivity.”
— Philippe Delerm

“Writing with extreme subtlety, the author tries to mend what was torn.”  — Merlieux Lenchanteur

“I was touched by this modest, intimate, delicate, and sensitive story that reveals a childhood 
wound.”  — Les livres de Joëlle

“Shocking and universal. A coup de coeur”.  — Bénédicte, Entre les lignes

SOPhie LeMP
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Orig. Title: Elle, Edmonde
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
222 pp.
January 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

7,000+ copies sold

Early 2016, Edmonde Charles-Roux passed 
away. This is the first biography of this wom-
an with a thousand lives.

Edmonde Charles-Roux. A member of the resistance, 
lover, successful author, fashion icon, socialist, pres-
ident of the Goncourt academy, muse to a rap band. 
A woman who lived a thousand lives: passionate and 
politically engaged, devilishly novelesque.

Born in 1920, her father was the ambassador to the 
Holy See in Rome and she grew up in Italian palac-
es among artists, princes and popes. But in 1940 she 
became an ambulance nurse, before joining the re-
sistance. A corporal in the Foreign Legion, she was 
awarded the Croix de Guerre when liberation came. 
Then she became a journalist for Elle and revolution-
ised Vogue. 

She was also a feminist who was not afraid of men. 
With Gaston Deferre, the flamboyant mayor of 
Marseille, Minister of the Interior under Mitterrand, 
she formed a legendary couple that navigated between 
the luxuries of the political class and the world of the 
workers.

Rebellious, brave, full of desire, talent and contradic-
tion, Edmonde was nothing less than a free woman.

Jean-Noël Liaut is a writer and translator. He has published several biographies 
including The Many Lives of Miss K: Toto Koopman - Model, Muse, Spy (La Javanaise) 
and Elsa Triolet and Lili Brik, The Rebellious Sisters (Elsa Triolet et Lili Brik, les 
soeurs insoumises), which was awarded the Académie française historical biography 
prize in 2015.

Biography

She, eDMOnDe

“A brilliant essay, well written, ‘a keychain’ that opens many doors, both official and intimate, 
of a life that really deserves to be called novelistic.” — Le Journal du Dimanche 

“With the brilliant writing of Jean-Noël Liaut, Edmonde becomes a Stendhalian heroine.” — L’Obs

Jean-nOëL Liaut
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
May 2018 (French edition)

Territory: World excl. French
World rights for images cleared

Material Available
English MS expected December 
2017

Under Option
USA, Germany, Korea, Spain, Italy

Preface by His Holiness The Dalai Lama

With the aim for a balanced, common future, 19 re-
nowned researchers and leaders present their work 
to the Dalai Lama within the context of the forces of 
‘power and care.’ This dialogue includes perspectives 
from:

•	 Ethology, anthropology, and ecology

•	 Psychology, endocrinology, and neuroscience

•	 Spiritual and religious traditions

•	 Economics and society

•	 Personal commitment and global responsibility

While the notion of power can be seen as a neutral 
concept, neither harmful nor beneficial by definition, 
the Western historical perspective links it to concepts 
such as domination, instrumentalization, or sover-
eignty. This idea of power as ‘power over’ is apparent 
in political, societal, and interpersonal spheres, as in-
dicated by problems such as the wealth gap, racial and 
gender inequality, and countless others. 

In this provocative and inspiring book, the nature of 
the fundamental forces of power and care are com-
prehensively examined, as well as their expressions 
and the relations between them. 

This book serves to inspire readers and as a significant 
catalyst for the formulation of new research ideas and 
for imagining societal and governance structures that 
will contribute to a better world.

Tania Singer is the Director of the Department of Social Neuroscience 
at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in 
Leipzig, Germany. Her research focuses on the developmental, neuronal, 
and hormonal mechanisms underlying human social behavior and she is 
recognized as a world expert on empathy.

Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk, a bestselling author and a photog-
rapher. A molecular geneticist, he has served as an interpreter for the Dalai 
Lama. He first became well known thanks to the book he wrote with his 
father, Jean-François Revel (The Monk and the Philosopher, 1997). 

Society | Psychology | Spirituality

POwer anD care. tOwarDS baLance fOr Our cOMMOn future—
Science, SOciety anD SPirituaLity in DiaLOgue with the DaLai LaMa

Matthieu ricarD & tania Singer (eds.)
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
235 pp.
February 2017 (French edition)

Territory: World excl. French and 
German

Material Available
English, French and German MS

Rights Sold
Germany | Suhrkamp
Spain | Kairos (preempt)
USA | MIT Press (preempt)
Korea | Sam & Parkers
Italy | Spider & Fish
the Netherlands | Milinda
Brazil | Alaúde

30,000+ copies sold

French edition includes preface 
by best-selling author Christophe 
André

A dialogue between Buddhism and neurosci-
ence to unravel the mysteries of the human 
mind.

Matthieu Ricard has been a Buddhist monk for forty 
years. Often invited to universities all over the world 
to take part in brain studies, he is one of the world’s 
most experienced meditators.

A neurobiologist and the emeritus director of the Max 
Planck Institute for Brain Research, Wolf Singer is 
one of the world’s leading brain specialists.

For eight years, they have been sharing their knowl-
edge and together questioning how the mind works. 
Does meditation affect neural circuits? Where do emo-
tions come from? What are the various altered states 
of consciousness? What is the self? Is there free will? 
What can be said about the nature of consciousness?

On each point, Matthieu Ricard and Wolf Singer con-
front two schools of thought. 

Buddhist philosophy is a first-person knowledge, the 
result of the practices of Tibetan monks over thou-
sands of years. 

Neuroscience is a third-person knowledge, coming 
out of laboratory experiments. Radically different, the 
two approaches often lead to the same conclusions. 
To develop a true “science of the mind,” they must be 
brought together.

Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk, a bestselling author and a photographer. 
A molecular geneticist, he has served as an interpreter for the Dalai Lama. He first 
became well-known thanks to the book he wrote with his father, Jean- François Revel 
(The Monk and the Philosopher, 1997).

Wolf Singer is director Emeritus at the Max Planck Institute for Brain Research in 
Frankfurt and Founding Director of both the Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies 
(FIAS) and the Ernst Strüngmann Institute for Brain Research (ESI) for Neuroscience 
in Cooperation with Max Planck Society.

Psychology | Science | Spirituality

beyOnD the SeLf. DiaLOgueS between a neurOScientiSt 
anD a buDDhiSt MOnk

“A book that will undoubtedly make even the most skeptical think.” — Le Journal de Montréal

Matthieu ricarD & wOLf Singer
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Orig. Title: Comment j’ai sous-
traité ma vie
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
200 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS  

COMMENT
J’AI SOUS-TRAITÉ

MA VIE

NICOLAS SANTOLARIA What would life look like, relieved of all the 
daily chores?

Modern man’s daily life is a series of boring tasks: 
choosing a shirt, going shopping, standing on lines, 
maintaining one’s aura on social networks, doing pa-
perwork and more… 

Imagine what would happen if, instead of wearing our-
selves out with tedious and time-consuming chores, 
we could delegate them to other people or to software 
conceived specifically for that purpose? Over the past 
few years, more and more of us are handing some of 
those daily chores over to our smartphone apps.

This book proposes taking that to the extreme and 
seeing what would happen if we “externalized” every-
thing. Not just domestic chores, but whole sections of 
our existence. 

Nowadays, it is possible to sub-contract your work 
to online services, subscribe to receive a new pair of 
socks every month, let online pick-up artists search 
for your Mr./Ms. Right, trust in algorithms to choose 
your outings, have all your meals delivered to your 
door and more.

Nicolas Santolaria accepts the challenge of sub-con-
tracting his entire existence and describes the effects 
on his mood, his nearest and dearest and his profes-
sional relations. Is life without doing anything still a 
life?

Nicolas Santolaria is a journalist and columnist for the “Époque” supplement at Le 
Monde. 

Essay

hOw i Sub-cOntracteD My Life 

nicOLaS SantOLaria
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“It all started the day an app storted out my socks...” — Nicolas Santolaria
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Orig. Title: L’Arabe du futur
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
180 pp. each
Vol. 1: 2014
Vol. 2: 2015
Vol. 3: 2016
Vol. 4: 2018
Vol. 5: 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English translation (vol. 1 + 2)

Translation rights sold to 20 
countries

Over 1 Million copies sold

• 2014 Fauve d’or Prize (Best 
Album of the Year)

• 2015 RTL Prize (Best Comic 
Strip Book)

• 2016 LA Times Book Prize 
(Graphic Novel/Comics 2016)

An internationally acclaimed bestseller

The Arab of the Future tells the story of Riad Sattouf’s 
childhood in the Middle East. The first volume (2014) 
covers the period from 1978 to 1984: from birth to the 
age of six, little Riad is shuttled between Libya, Brit- 
tany and Syria. The second volume (2015) tells the 
story of his first year of school in Syria (1984-1985). 
The third volume (2016) sees him between the ages of 
six and nine, the time he becomes aware of the society 
he is growing up in (1985-1987).

An international publishing phenomenon, the three 
volumes of The Arab of the Future have already sold 
more than one million copies worldwide. Translated 
into 20 languages, the albums have been awarded 
multiple prizes, including the Grand prix RTL for 
graphic novels in 2014, the Fauve d’or (Best Album 
Prize) at the 2015 international festival of graphic nov-
els in Angoulême and the Los Angeles Times Graphic 
Novel Prize in 2016.

The Arab of the Future will consist of five volumes.

Riad Sattouf is a cartoonist and filmmaker. Born in 1978, he spent his childhood between 
Libya, Syria and Brittany. He has been drawing comics for twenty years and published 
more than twenty books. Riad Sattouf is one of the few graphic novel authors to have won 
the Fauve d’or at the Angoulême festival twice (for Pascal Brutal 3 in 2010 and The Arab of 
the Future 1 in 2015). As a filmmaker, he directed The French Kissers (Les Beaux Gosses, 
César for best debut film) and Jacky in Women’s Kingdom (Jacky au royaume des filles).

Graphic Memoir (5 volumes)

the arab Of the future

“A masterpiece.” — Posy Simmonds

“The most enjoyable graphic novel I’ve read in a while.” — Zadie Smith

“One of the great creators of our time.” — Alain de Botton

riaD SattOuf
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Based on true stories told by Esther A.*, Esther’s 
Notebooks draw us into the daily life of a girl talking 
about school, friends, family, and pop stars.

Allary Editions will publish one volume per year, nine 
volumes in total. Each volume covers one year in the 
life of Esther, from her 10th through her 18th year, 
and each contains 52 stories for the 52 weeks of the 
year.

Volume 1: Esther is 10 years old. Who are Tal, Kendji 
Girac, and the Hotheads? What are the criteria of 
beauty that make young boys and girls popular? What 
can you do when your friends have more money than 
you do? What does the ‘brutal-bridge’ game consist 
of? How did Esther’s class feel about the attacks in 
Paris in January 2015? What can you do if you’re wor- 
ried about having big breasts?

Volume 2: Esther is 11 years old. She tells us about 
the birth of her little brother, the terrorism attacks, 
the boys she is in love with, religious discussions with 
her best friend, her midget teacher, her mother who 
gained weight, her idiot bigger brother and her father, 
that hero...

Volume 3: Esther is a 12-year-old student in a pres- 
tigious college in the center of Paris. Esther is now 
a preteen! The presidential elections, her first cell 
phone, her hamster Manuela, the arrival of acne, her 
conspiring brother, her left-wing partisan father, her 
far-right voting grandmother, President Macron, the 
Illuminati, and her love for sausage-apricot cake... 
Esther talks about everything!

*To protect the privacy of certain individuals, the 
names and identifying details have been changed.

Comics (9 volumes)

eSther’S nOtebOOkS 

“Young people talking without hesitation, making us laugh and worry: that’s why we need to 
read and reread Esther’s Notebooks. This is the future.” — L’Obs

“Something between Le Petit Nicolas by Sempé and Goscinny and Agrippine by Claire Bretécher, 
an amazing work, tender, earthy and powerful.”  — Télérama

“Behind the appealing image of a nice and unglazed little girl, hides the awfully cruel portrait of 
our times by a brilliant observer.” — Les Inrocks
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riaD SattOuf (cOnt’D)

Orig. Title: Les Cahiers d’Esther
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
56 pp. each
Published yearly between 2016-
2023

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English sample (vol. 1)

Rights Sold
Italy (pre-pub) | Linus Magazine
Greece | Potamos
Germany | Reprodukt
Korea | Kugil Publishing
Spain | Sapristi/Roca
Portugal | Gradiva
Serbia | LOM Books

Close to 300,000 copies sold of 
Vols. 1 + 2

Initial print run of vol. 3: 
100,000 copies
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Orig. Title: Chez les Yan
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
530 pp.
October 2017

Territory: World excl. French, 
Chinese simplified & complex 
characters

Material Available
French MS
English sample

YAN LAN

CHEZ LES YAN 
UNE FAMILLE AU CŒUR D’UN SIÈCLE 

D’HISTOIRE CHINOISE
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Through the fascinating story of her family, 
Yan Lan recounts the incredible transformation 
of China from the early twentieth century to 
the present day.

Her grandfather worked closely with the nationalist 
Chiang Kai-shek before joining the communist cause 
and working as a secret agent for Zhou Enlai during 
the Second World War. Her father, a diplomat and 
translator of Mao into Russian. Her mother, a brilliant 
diplomat, was accused of coming from a counter-revo-
lutionary family and exiled to a re-educational labour 
camp where she lived for five years with her daughter.

Yan Lan recounts her childhood, torn apart by the 
Cultural Revolution and the folly of this period when 
large sections of the country’s intellectual, economic 
and political elite were annihilated. In her early days 
she met all the powerful people in China, but, at nine 
years of age, her young existence was torn apart when 
the Red Guards burst into the family home. The Yan 
family’s hellish descent endured until the death of 
Mao when Lan was twenty years old.

With extraordinary determination, she then resolved to 
restore her family to greatness. She was among the first 
generation of students to study abroad. Afterwards, 
she joined a top international law firm in Paris before 
returning to China. China woke up, and Lan Yan con-
tributes to the country’s development as the Head of 
Greater China at Lazard. The little girl who was crushed 
by the Cultural Revolution has now become one of the 
most powerful businesswomen in China. The story of 
the Yan family is not over, and it is the story of China.

A very gifted little girl, Yan Lan (1957) was not allowed to enter higher education 
because her Communist family had been designated as counter-revolutionaries. In 
1969, she and her mother were sent to a labor camp in Henan. In 1977, the year after 
the Cultural Revolution ended, she enrolled at university. Exceptionally motivated, she 
was awarded grants to study at the most prestigious universities in Europe and the 
United States. In 1991, she joined the Gide Loyrette Nouel legal firm based in Paris and 
became the first foreign woman to make partner. In 1998, she returned to China to run 
the firm’s Beijing office. Since 2011, Yan Lan has been managing director of Lazard’s 
Greater China Investment Bank (Beijing, Hong Kong, Taiwan).

Memoir 

the yan faMiLy. a faMiLy at the center Of One 
hunDreD yearS in chineSe hiStOry

“Yan Lan is highly respected within the Chinese business community.” — The New York Times

Lan yan
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Orig. Title: Le Pouvoir de la voix
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
288 pp.
April 2016

Territory: World excl. French

English translation available 
soon

Rights Sold
USA, Russia, Taiwan, Greece 

A world-renowned physician reveals the secrets of the 
greatest ‘voice artists’ and helps us to better use our 
own. Jean Abitbol is the doctor of the greatest French 
and American voice professionals. Based on many 
meetings and anecdotes, this book is a scientific and 
personal journey into the discovery of this instrument 
that each of us has, but of which many have never tru-
ly measured the power: our voice.

Jean Abitbol is a ‘speech pathologist,’ a doctor of the voice. 
Close to the ‘Voice Foundation’ since its inception, he has spent 
his entire career between France and the United States, 
treating, among others, Celine Dion and François Mitterrand.

Essay | Popular Science

the POwer Of the vOice 

Orig. Title: Trois amis en quête 
de sagesse
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
530 pp.
January 2016

Territory: World excl. French, 
German, Italian, Korean, Greek, 
and Spanish

English translation available

Rights Sold
Brazil, Korea, Spain, Vietnam, 
Poland, Taiwan, Turkey, Italy, 
Romania, China, Thailand, USA

400,000+ copies sold

A philosopher, a monk, a psychiatrist, three old 
friends who are all well-known for their wisdom and 
for the values they defend in their books and in the 
media, explore the question of what creates joy and 
hardship in life. They draw the most essential lessons 
from their life paths, their reading and their years of 
personal and professional research in order to accom-
pany each of us on our road through life. Through 
them, each of us can learn about the task of living.

Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk and a photogra-
pher. Alexandre Jollien is a philosopher and a writer. 
Christophe André is a psychiatrist, one of the main 
French specialists in the psychology of emotions and 
feelings.

Essay | Psychology | Spirituality

three frienDS in Search Of wiSDOM
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Orig. Title: Un café avec Voltaire
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher:  Allary Editions
317 pp.
May 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Portuguese translation available

Rights Sold
Brazil, Spain

Voltaire is more up-to-date than ever. His life was as 
exciting as his ideas were visionary. Instead of a tra-
ditional biography, Louis Bériot presents Voltaire’s 
fascinating idea- and action-filled life through a few 
decisive encounters with key 18th-century figures, 
staged with stunning realism. The subjects they dis-
cuss include power, religion, superstition, fanaticism 
and intolerance. This book is like a stroll through a 
past that has never seemed so present.

Journalist Louis Bériot is a former director of program-
ming for Antenne 2 then France 2 and has written over 
20 books and a dozen screenplays. He has helped to found 
several organizations working to protect the environment.

Biography | Essay | History
cOffee with vOLtaire



Orig. Title: Alexandre Grothen-
dieck: Sur les traces du dernier 
génie des mathématiques
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
272 pp.
February 2016

Territory: World excl. French

10,000+ copies sold

• 2016 Prix LiRE (Best Science 
Book)

Alexandre Grothendieck, who died in 2014, was seen 
by his peers as the last true mathematical genius. He 
invented modern geometry and left thousands of pages 
of notes that may contain keys to human existence. For 
over 25 years, he lived a solitary existence in a small 
village in the foothills of the Pyrenees, refusing all con-
tact with his ex-fellow mathematicians, ex-wives and 
lovers, former students and even his own children. 
Nevertheless, Philippe Douroux is able to tell this mis-
anthropic genius’s life story.

Philippe Douroux is a journalist for Libération. With a 
long-term fascination for Grothendieck’s work and his life 
story, he spent several weeks in the village of Lasserre, ob-
serving the mathematician.

Essay | Biography

aLexanDre grOthenDieck

Orig. Title: Avec vue sous la mer
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
262 pp.
March 2014

Territory: World excl. French

German translation available

Rights Sold
Korea, Germany, Taiwan 

Film adaptation by M6 Film 
International, shooting in 
2018/2019

One morning, Slimane Kader decides to get a job on 
a cruise ship in the Caribbean Sea. He ends up being 
a handyman in a floating city, which carries 8,000 
passengers. 6,000 of them have a view of the sea: the 
tourists. The other 2,000 live below sea level. Told 
with verve and humor, With a View Below the Sea is 
a book that has surged from a blind spot in our con-
temporary society, from which usually no literature 
arises. A hilarious comedy, which is also an excep-
tional testimony on the dark side of mass tourism.

After having lived in Seine Saint Denis, near Paris, 
Slimane Kader signed up two years ago to go work on 
cruise ships in the Caribbean Sea. With a View Below the 
Sea is being adapted to the big screen.

Narrative Non-Fiction

with a view beLOw the Sea
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MARC GIRAUD

LA NATURE AU FIL 
DES SAISONS

Orig. Title: La Nature au fil des 
saisons
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
200 pp.
November 2016

Territory: World excl. French

400 original drawings 
(rights cleared)

Marc Giraud invites us, readers from 9 to 99 years 
old, to learn about the wildlife and plants around us 
over the seasons. A book for the whole family that 
tells us about the wonderful world of nature, month 
by month. The many fun and educational texts are ac-
companied by 400 original drawings.

Marc Giraud is a naturalist, a writer specialised in 
zoology and a radio presenter. He is one of the most popu-
lar authors writing on nature.

Nature | Gift Book

the aLManach Of the SeaSOnS



Orig. Title: Les Vertus de l’échec
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
240 pp.
September 2016

Territory: World excl. French

English sample available

Rights Sold
Germany, Italy, Romania, Brazil, 
Greece, Portugal, Korea, Spain, 
Catalan, Poland, Arabic, the 
Netherlands

50,000+ copies sold

Great achievements often hide laborious beginnings, 
fruitless attempts and other fiascos. Full of examples, 
this essay from Charles Pépin teaches us how to fail 
successfully. In a sharp and direct style, he teaches 
us how not to be paralysed by the fear of failure in or-
der to live fully, to dare and to have a go. A little book 
of wisdom that, by showing us the virtues of failure, 
puts us on track for authentic success.

Charles Pépin is a philosopher and a teacher. He has au-
thored several novels including La Joie, three comic books 
with the author Jul including La planète des sages which 
sold 200,000 copies, and many successful essays which all 
sold between 20,000 and 50,000 copies each. His books 
have been translated in 20 countries.

Personal Development

the virtueS Of faiLure
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Orig. Title: Devenir Christian Dior
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
200 pp.
November 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Bulgaria, Russia, Czech Republic, 
Taiwan, Poland; Film Rights

• 2016 Prix Renaudot Essay 
(longlisted)

In an elegant style, this biography tells the story of 
Christian Dior, plunging us into the cultural and 
artistic avant-garde of the first half of the twentieth 
century. In Paris, in the twenties, a young man was 
seeking out his path. Christian, not yet Dior, did not 
know how to express his talent. He hesitated, feeling 
his way, designing hats and doing illustrations for 
the fashion press. After the WWII Liberation he pre-
sented his first collection. The Dior house became 
the embodiment of French chic, and Dior himself at 
once became myth.

François-Olivier Rousseau has authored Edward’s 
Child (Prix Médicis 1981), Sébastien Doré (Marcel Proust 
Prize 1986), Wannsee Station (Grand Prix du Roman de 
l’Académie française 1988) and The Ferryman (Stock, 
2001). He is also a screenwriter for cinema.

Narrative Non-Fiction

becOMing chriStian DiOr

Allary Éditions

FRANÇOIS-OLIVIER ROUSSEAU

DEVENIR
CHRISTIAN DIOR

Orig. Title: Ultimes
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
150 pp.
November 2015

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Brazil, Korea, China

80 examples of historical figures’ last words. Some are 
profound, some frivolous, some funny… But they are 
all touching, because they are the last thing these influ-
ential people said. Each of the 80 quotes that make up 
this book is followed by a short explanation that sets it 
in context, giving it greater resonance. An instructing 
and moving book: unconventional, yet easy to read.

Philippe Nassif is a journalist and an editorial advisor to 
Philosophie magazine.

Essay | Gift Book

finaL wOrDS



eD I T I O N S  D U  D E T O U R

Les Éditions du Détour was created in Paris in 2016 by Bertrand Bernard and Juliette 
Mathieu. Their first year of publication includes eight non-fiction titles, all linked with 
the same goal: giving all readers the keys to understand and address our society.  Their 
list covers all political questions: our emphasis on the workplace, modern history, role 
of the minorities, politics, universities, social contracts, etc. Their books are complex, 
open, active, and informed, on a human scale.

www.editionsdudetour.com
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Orig. Title: Voyage en misarchie. 
Essai pour tout reconstruire
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Ed. du Détour
416 pp.
March 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

2,000+ copies sold

This long awaited return of political utopia, 
in the wake of Thomas Moore and Jonathan 
Swift, is not a call for a perfectly closed sys-
tem, but an open door to build a better de-
mocracy together.

Sébastien Debourg is a law professor. After a plane 
accident on his way to Australia, he discovers an un-
known country in which political organisation is a 
radical form of democracy, politically, economically, 
and socially: misarchy.

This essay is written in a novel form: a naive protag-
onist, full of a prioris and self-satisfaction faces new 
rules and new habits. 

Emmanuel Dockès, the author, uses this facetious 
style of storytelling to develop his proposal to think 
anew of our society in all its aspects: education, jus-
tice, work, family, etc. 

Throughout this journey, he develops highly pro-
gressive and daring ideas about participatory de-
mocracy, property, shared work, money, self-gover-
nance, entrepreneurial freedom, public services, and 
self-determination.

Emmanuel Dockès lives in Paris. He is a law professor at Paris-Nanterre 
University, an expert in labour rights, and an activist. He wrote and directed a 
Proposition for a New Labour Code for France: simpler, shorter, and more protec-
tive to workers (Dalloz, 2017).

Political Allegory

JOurney tO MiSarchy. eSSay fOr anOther POSSibLe wOrLD

“The most fascinating book of the decade and also the most revolutionary one.” – Frédéric Taddéï

eMManueL DOckèS
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Orig. Title: Seize promenades 
historiques dans Paris
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Ed. du Détour
272 pp.
Format: 16 x 24cm 
September 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Wandering in Paris with two historians, spe-
cialists in Urban History.

This book includes a map and extra documents 
focusing on unknown aspects to complete each 
promenade.

Have you ever noticed that all the major automobile 
constructors had their showrooms along the Champs-
Élysées? While enjoying a delicious French meal in 
Rue Saint-Dominique, have you ever wondered why 
they still serve popular dishes that manual laborers 
used to enjoy more frequently than the bourgeois 
population of the street today? Do you know why Rue 
Monge and Rue Mouffetard differ so much from each 
other despite their proximity?

Jean-Luc Pinol and Maurice Garden invite you to walk 
with them along 16 emblematic streets of Paris in or-
der to discover the marks of the city’s social evolution.

Rural villages, industry, domesticity, bourgeoisie, art, 
annexed suburbs, urban areas: Paris has always been 
very diverse and it still shows. 

While reading this book you will not only travel 
through Paris, but also discover its social and political 
history, giving you the keys to understand more pro-
foundly what you can feel and see in Paris today.

Jean-Luc Pinol is Honorary Professor of Contemporary History at the École 
Normale Supérieure in Lyon, specialist in Urban History. 

Maurice Garden is now Professor Emeritus at various universities and a spe-
cialist in Social History of Paris. Together, they wrote An Atlas of the Parisians 
from the French Revolution to modern Paris, published at Parigramme and 
awarded with the Ptolémée Award at the Festival de Saint-Dié, the most important 
geography convention in France.

Essay | History | Urbanism

16 hiStOricaL PrOMenaDeS in PariS

Jean-Luc PinOL & Maurice garDen
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A unique brand name to welcome new striking voices from all around the world 
with around 10 publications per year. A perfect mix of general fiction and crime & 
thrillers and a unique way to shed new light on our backlist and classics at Le Livre 
de Poche.

www.preludes-editions.com

22

Le Livre de Poche is the first mass-market publisher in France, founded in 1953 by 
Henri Filipacchi, with more than a billion copies sold to date. True to its purpose, 
this publishing house has a catalog that caters to all audiences and covers a wide 
literary spectrum, from classics to contemporary French and foreign bestsellers, from 
practical books to essays and reference books.

www.livredepoche.com
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Orig. Title: Café ! Un garçon s’il 
vous plaît 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
284 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

30,000+ copies sold

The author’s previous novels 
sold over 1 million copies alto-
gether.

A story full of laughter and tears, chocolate 
and a drop of cream.

What do they all have in common? Love really is their 
cup of tea.

It all starts with a good cup of coffee. You just have to 
ask. Except when you make a slip of the tongue… You 
asked the café to bring you a waiter? Hold on! Here’s 
one, served on a tray, 75-year-old Lutèce is thinking, 
as she reconnects with her first love. But will time 
have kept their shared memories fresh?

If you’re looking for someone as strong and full-bodied 
as a cup of espresso, look no further than Tom, the ro-
mantic cop. When he finds out that Régine is cheating 
on him, he strays too, just to get back at her before real-
izing that she didn’t actually do anything wrong. Ouch!

Then there’s the delightful Ava, an artist who hangs 
out in cafés all day, looking for inspiration as she sips 
iced tea. One day, she gets a commission to paint a 
movie star’s portrait. Her big break! But nothing goes 
according to plan, and though she was already count-
ing her chickens, now it looks she should hold the 
champagne for a while.

Agnès Abécassis was born in 1972. She worked successively as a journalist, an 
illustrator, and a TV screenwriter… before devoting herself to her activity as a 
novelist. She has published eleven books, which are all best-sellers: eight novels 
(including an illustrated republication), two comic books (texts and drawings) and 
a book on personal development. Her work is translated in several languages. She 
lives in Paris.

Women’s Fiction

cOffee! a waiter, PLeaSe

“The stories of love and despair of Agnes Abecassis reconcile with the misfortunes of life. A light 
comedy like a great morning cream on the terrace.” — ELLE

“A tender and funny choral novel.” — Au Féminin

“This book is fabulous. The characters are endearing, the story is perfectly rhythmic, and the 
author has, unquestionably, an immense talent.” — All Time Readings

agnèS abécaSSiS
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Orig. Title: La femme qui fuit
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
384 pp.
March 2017

Territory: World excl. French and 
World English

Material Available
French MS
English translation

Rights Sold
Canada (Eng) | Coach House
Germany | Eichborn
The Netherlands | Querido

75,000+ copies sold in Canada
40,000+ copies sold in France

• 2016 Quebec Booksellers’ 
Prize

• 2016 France-Quebec Prize
• 2016 City of Montreal’s 

Grand Prix du livre

Eighty-five years of art and history 
seen through the eyes of a woman who 
fled her family – as re-imagined by her 
granddaughter.

Her name was Suzanne Meloche. She was with 
Borduas, Gauvreau and Riopelle when they signed 
the Refus Global Manifesto, in 1948. She started a 
family with the painter Marcel Barbeau. Then she 
abandoned her two children at a young age.

A fictionalized account of Suzanne’s life over eighty-
five years, from Montreal to New York to Brussels, 
from lover to lover, through an abortion, alcoholism, 
Buddhism, and an asylum. It takes readers through 
the Great Depression, Québec’s Quiet Revolution, 
women’s liberation, and the American civil rights 
movement, offering a portrait of a volatile, fascinating 
woman on the margins of history. And it’s a grand-
daughter’s search for a past for herself, for under-
standing and forgiveness.

Through this portrait of an explosive woman who 
remained on the sidelines of history, Anaïs Barbeau-
Lavalette offers readers reflections of rare intensity 
on subjects like freedom, filiation and creativity, as 
well as a text addressed directly and unapologetically 
to the woman who hurt the author’s mother in a way 
she never recovered from.

2012 Artist for Peace Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette (1979) has made several fea-
ture-length documentary films that received numerous awards. She has also 
directed two feature films, Le Ring (2008) and Inch’allah (2012, Fipresci Prize in 
Berlin). She is the author of a travel book, Kiss Yasser Arafat (Embrasser Yasser 
Arafat, 2011) and two novels, I Want Someone to Erase Me (Je voudrais qu’on 
m’efface, 2010) and the best-selling and critically acclaimed La femme qui fuit, 
(2016 Quebec Booksellers’ Prize).

Literary Fiction

the wOMan whO ran away

“The author narrates in a poetic and pictorial language… Mysterious for some, revolting for 
others, here is the portrait of an imperfect and humane heroine even in her inhumanity.” 
— Madame Figaro

“In the same vein as Nothing Holds Back the Night by Delphine de Vigan. Heartrending.” — 
ELLE

“Impossible to let go of this magnificent text.” — Lire

anaïS barbeau-LavaLette
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Orig. Title: Mort à bord
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
256 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS

Love and murder on the high seas!

August 1936, France: The masses are thrilled to be en-
joying their first ever legally mandated paid vacation!

On the beach at Deauville, where Adrien Savoisy al-
ways spends the summer, the other rich habitués are 
scandalized by the invasion of working-class tourists.

But Adrien has fallen head over heels in love with a 
pretty camper, Thérèse Madec. Alas, soon after they 
meet, two young women – one of whom was a friend of 
Thérèse’s – are found dead on the beach. Determined 
to get his beloved away from the scene of the crime, 
Adrien decides that they will embark on the ocean liner 
Normandie, which is leaving for New York.

Luxury and delight are the order of the day during the 
4-day crossing: dinner at the captain’s table, cocktails 
at the grill-bar, champagne in their cabin, lounging 
on the sun-deck… Until two more murders prevent 
Thérèse and Adrien from enjoying their romance. 
Between Pheasant Souwaroff and Bibesco Bombe 
for dessert, our turtledoves are forced to investigate. 
Then Thérèse disappears, just a few short hours be-
fore they are supposed to arrive in New York…

On the advisory board of Slowfood France, Michèle Barrière is also a member 
of De Honesta Voluptate, an organization inspired by the work of the historian 
Jean-Louis Flandrin. A food journalist, she wrote the Arte TV series History in the 
Kitchen (Histoire en cuisine).

Crime Fiction

Death On bOarD

MichèLe barrière
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Orig. Title: Meurtre trois étoiles
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
256 pp.
June 2016

Territory: World excl. French

8,000+ copies sold 

When a food critic assists the director of a foren-
sic-science department on an investigation.

Does someone have a grudge against Eugénie Brazier, the fa-
mous woman chef from Lyon who, in this year of 1933, has just 
won three stars for her restaurants twice? Bad luck, practical 
jokes in bad taste… what’s going on? It isn’t until one of her 
chefs is killed and someone tries to poison Edouard Herriot, 
the mayor of Lyon, that it all becomes deadly serious. 

Poultry in half-mourning, chicken with morel mushroom 
cream, beef filet Rossini and browned quenelles are at the 
heart of their investigation in France’s ‘capital of haute cuisine.’

three Star MurDer

Also available: 
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Orig. Title: Je te dois tout le 
bonheur de ma vie – Virginia & 
Leonard Woolf
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
November 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Includes a previously unpublished short story 
by Leonard Woolf

This Editor’s Pick is a wonderfully illustrated 
new book to mark the hundredth anniversary 
of Hogarth Press, beautifully recounting the 
story of two of the greats in English literature 
and told in a lively, passionate style, with let-
ters and a short story by Leonard Woolf.

The story of a fascinating couple.

Drawing on her lifetime passion for the Bloomsbury 
group and Virginia and Leonard Woolf in particu-
lar, Carole d’Yvoire recounts the story of this famous 
couple. 

The union of these two exceptional individuals was 
symbolized in 1917 by the creation of Hogarth Press, 
the English publishing house that would go on to pub-
lish many famous authors.

One of those moments in history that produced a pe-
riod of intense and prolific artistic creation – a con-
centration of freedom in which suddenly anything 
became possible. 

A fascinating story told with passion, blending his-
tory with History and sprinkled with extracts from 
letters by Virginia and Leonard Woolf, illustrations 
(paintings, photos, etc.) and two short stories.

Carole d’Yvoire is a reader and literary translator. She has translated Tim Burton, 
Quentin Tarantino, Eve Ensler and Adam Ross, among others. To You I Owe All My 
Life’s Happiness is her first book.

Biography | History

tO yOu i Owe aLL My Life’S haPPineSS – 
virginia & LeOnarD wOOLf

carOLe D’yvOire
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Orig. Titles: 
— Massacre à Odessa
— Opération Mossoul
— Griffe du diable à Etosha
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
between 288 - 320 pp.

Vol. 1: January 2017
Vol. 2: March 2017
Vol. 3: October 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS (Vol. 1 + 2)

36,000+ copies sold in total

MaSSacre in ODeSSa (kO, vOL. 1)
Ukraine

Who wanted to kill Viktor and his pro-Russian comrades 
on May 2, 2014 at the Trade Unions House in Odessa? 
Ukrainian ultra-nationalists, Kiev, Moscow, the FSB or the 
CIA? What game are the oligarchs playing on both sides? An 
explosive conflict sets the Ukrainian army against the sep-
aratists in Donbass. Kali Grant and her twin brother, Odys, 
investigate the dramatic events that could plunge Europe to 
the edge of a third world war.  

OPeratiOn MOSuL (kO, vOL. 2)
Iraq

A tragic New Year’s Day in Cologne. Hundreds of Germans 
are assaulted. By whom? And why do the media seem to 
want to remain silent? A wealthy Iranian woman, whose 
daughter is among the victims, charges Kali Grant and her 
brother, Odys, with discovering the truth. The investigation 
crosses a Europe threatened and torn apart by the extreme 
right. Following the trail of the refugees, Kali will go as far 
as Mosul. In this city, fallen to the hands of Daesh, a young 
Yazidi is about to experience a tragic fate. To free her, Kali is 
mounting an extremely perilous commando operation...

DeviL’S cLaw in etOSha (kO, vOL. 3)
Namibia

The body of an explorer, horribly mutilated, is delivered to 
jackals on the Coast of the Skeletons. Who wanted to prevent 
him from sending his report? The Chinese and American 
companies who are fighting to exploit the region? Or those 
crazy environmental survivalists, ready to do anything to 
keep a white and intact land? In a 4x4 quad, Kali Grant and 
her brother, Odys, embark on a true safari-investigation 
all over Namibia, red dunes of Sossusvlei, passing by the 
Kalahari and the animal park of Etosha, and sinking into the 
shifting sands of a merciless economic war to control nature 
and its rare earth.

Alex de Brienne (pseud.)’s job has won him the trust of some of the most powerful 
people, including the rebels. He studies the theater of war and conflict. He frequents 
the halls of NGOs as well as ministries. He wants to stay anonymous so he can write 
freely about the major events that happen in the world.

Crime Fiction | Thriller

kO SerieS

aLex De brienne
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A mix of Alias and James Bond, Largo Winch and Lara Croft. Eroticism and geopolitics.
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Orig. Title: Shoba, Itinéraire d’un 
réfugié
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
128 pp.
August 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Life before Dheepan

In Sri Lanka, the Sinhalese and Tamil populations 
are trying to live together side by side. In 1972, a new 
government comes into power and gives all the rights 
to the Sinhalese. Civil war ravages the country. Like 
thousands of young Tamils, Anthonythasan, nick-
named ‘Shoba,’ leaves his family to take up arms and 
join the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). But 
he is quickly disillusioned. The militants are trapped 
in a spiral of violence, taking civilians hostage. But 
can you leave the militants and return to a normal 
life? Persecuted by his former comrades, Shoba re-
signs himself to exile.

From the shores of Velanai Island to the city of 
Paris, via the streets of Hong Kong and the prisons 
of Bangkok, this book recounts the journey of a Sri 
Lankan refugee, simultaneously in love with his coun-
try and in search of a safe haven.

•	 An inside story: an unembellished first-hand re-
port of his enrollment in the LTTE, experience of 
people smuggling and the obstacles he overcame 
to survive

•	 A little-known subject: the Sri Lankan Civil War 
and its impact on freedom

•	 Presented online and to teachers for school reading 
list

•	 A celebrity author: played the leading role in 
Jacques Audiard’s Dheepan (Palme d’or at the 
2015 Cannes Film Festival)

Antonythasan Jesuthasan is a Tamil writer and actor, born in Sri Lanka in 1967. 
He played the leading role in Jacques Audiard’s Dheepan (Palme d’or at the 2015 
Cannes Film Festival).

Clémentine Baron is a journalist and author. She edited the story collection 
Migratory birds: migrants’ stories (Les oiseaux migrateurs : témoignages de migrants, 
L’Harmattan, 2017).

First Person Narrative

ShOba. the JOurney Of a refugee

antOnythaSan JeSuthaSan with cLéMentine barOn
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Orig. Title: Mille soleils
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
220 pp.
January 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 

Already over 50,000 readers

A daunting and oppressive story of intense 
emotion

They are four, traveling in Argentina, united by work 
and common passions. In the duration of a day, which 
will have the dimension of a lifetime, their existence 
will change. What do you do when drama occurs and, 
from the top of a volcano, only the immense sky of the 
Pampa contemplates you?

Nicolas Delesalle creates a daunting and oppressive 
story of intense emotion riddled with sublime land-
scapes and tragic moments, but also humor and poet-
ry. A novel impossible to put down and remains in our 
minds for that is a long time after the book is closed.

Nicolas Delesalle (1972) is a journalist for Télérama, a director of the 2-volume book 
Telerama 60 ans (published by Les Arènes) and the author of The Smell of Cut Grass 
(Un parfum d’herbe coupée) and Song of the Sea (Le Goût du large). Thousand Suns 
(Mille soleils) is his third novel.

Commercial Fiction

thOuSanD SunS

nicOLaS DeLeSaLLe
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Orig. Title: Le goût du large
320 pp.
January 2016

Territory: World excl. French

15,000+ copies sold

Selected:
• Award of the Festival ‘Éton-

nants Voyageurs’
• 2016 Prix Orange du livre 
• Joseph Kessel Award of SCAM

Song of the Sea invites readers along for a fascinating 
voyage, one filled with humour, wit, color, scents and 
tastes that will lead to an irresistible urge to get up 
and go… somewhere, anywhere!

From inaccessible Timbuktu to melancholic Tallinn, 
between a fatal chess game somewhere in a Russian 
hotel and an unlikely barbecue in Kabul, from the hue 
and cry on Tahrir Square to the depths of a cave in 
the Aveyron region… Over the course of a cruise on 
a cargo ship, Nicolas Delesalle tells the story of a life 
and of our world.

Literary Fiction

SOng Of the Sea

Also available: 

“Very successful, very beautiful… A delicate novel that could also be entitled ‘The Taste of Others’.” — Lire

“With humor and panache… [Nicolas Delesalle] wakes up in us desires from elsewhere. It is an exciting 
story!”  — Le Parisien
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Orig. Title: Guérilla Social Club
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
288 pp.
March 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

5,000+ copies sold

The past catches up with former guerrillas. 
Once enemies, enemies forever.

Two men go missing in Madrid. Another in Paris. A 
woman in Buenos Aires. Each time, the same modus 
operandi: the victims are taken and then their mu- 
tilated corpses are found. All share a common past: 
fighting against the South American dictatorships in 
the seventies and eighties.

Journalist Diego Martín is worried. One of his friends 
figures among the missing people. He decides to look 
into the case for his radio show, helped by his part-
ner of old, detective Ana Durán, and the lawyer Isabel 
Ferrer. A dangerous investigation that will take them 
from Spain to Argentina through Chile, forcing them 
to confront the ghosts of history, those of Operation 
Condor. What they will discover is spine-chilling. 
Because the vulture is still circling, forty years on, 
and its claws are out.

Co-founder and editor-in-chief of the crime fiction magazine Alibi, Marc Fernandez 
has been a journalist for over 15 years. For much of that time, he covered Spain and 
Latin America for Courrier international. He has also co-written several books of in-
vestigation including The City that Kills Women (La ville qui tue les femmes, Hachette 
Littératures). Mala Vida is his first solo novel, followed by Guerrilla Social Club.

Crime Fiction

guerriLLa SOciaL cLub

Marc fernanDez
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Orig. Title: Mala Vida
256 pp.
September 2015

English translation available soon

Rights Sold
Spain, USA (WEL), Italy

20,000+ copies sold

• 2016 Prix Plaidoiries pour un 
polar at Festival Clameur(s) 
of Dijon

• 2016 Grand Prix des Lectrices 
ELLE (finalist)

Present-day Spain. In the midst of the political up-
heaval, a series of murders is committed, from Madrid 
to Barcelona via Valencia. Over a backdrop of both 
the economic crisis and a return to a certain moral 
order, Diego Martin, a radio journalist specializing in 
criminal affairs, is trying to keep his head above wa-
ter despite the coming purge in the media. When he 
decides to look into the first murder, he hasn’t got the 
faintest idea that the investigation will lead him far 
beyond the local crime scene and to the heart of an 
on-going national scandal – the ‘stolen babies’ affair 
that started under Franco.

Also available: 

MaLa viDa

“The book of the Junta is as tremendous as it is furiously engaged… The ignoble Beast still shows its 
fangs. Nothing like a pounding book to file its teeth!” — Paris Match
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Orig. Title: Les gentilles filles vont 
au paradis, les autres là où elles 
veulent
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
448 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Rights Sold
Spain | Suma/PRH
Czech Republic | XYZ-Albatros 
Poland | Muza
USA | Sassy Fiction

10,000+ copies sold

A sexy New York comedy!

Zoey is Dalton’s sister and Adrian’s friend, with whom 
her Aunt Vic would really like to see her get married. 
At barely thirty, she has started her own catering 
company with Sally, her best friend, who rather likes 
Dalton. She never listens to advice from Fran, her 
mother, or from Nana, her beloved grandmother, be-
cause she would rather come home at night and con-
fide in Sushi, her cat.

But otherwise Zoey’s life is fairly simple. Even more 
so when she meets Matthew Ziegler, the most influen-
tial food critic in New York, an utterly unbearable guy 
who seems set on putting her food to the test, right 
down to the smallest details…

A contemporary romantic intrigue with lively and 
powerful dialog and hundreds of twists and a heroine 
with a volcanic personality.

A novel about friendship, family and steamy passion: 
what if Elizabeth Bennet was reincarnated in the 21st 
century as a young American cook?

Elie Grimes has one recipe for a beautiful life: a big kitchen, slightly mad friends, a 
few spontaneous cocktails, good music and a steady supply of books. Inspiration that 
one day she decided to turn into stories... The rest of the time she only leaves her com-
puter to keep up with the adventures of her two daughters and official self-made man.

Women’s Fiction

gOOD girLS gO tO heaven, baD girLS gO everywhere

“Take an ambitious thirty-year-old with explosive culinary talents, add some crazy friends and 
a group of women with well-tempered character, give them conspiratorial confidences, and 
bring a man as seductive as he is haughty and full of himself… Mix well, salt, pepper, and you’ll 
get a romantic comedy with a New York style sauce, tasty and generous in twists and turns, 
and, of course, sprinkled with references from Jane Austen’s Elizabeth Bennett to the Bridget 
Jones of Helen Fielding.” — Flow Magazine

eLie griMeS
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Orig. Title: Il est toujours minuit 
quelque part
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
356 pp.
February 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 
Detailed English synopsis available 
on request

• Winner of the FNAC-Kobo-Lire-
Préludes writing competition

A formidable literary thriller in the line of 
The Truth about the Harry Québert Affair, 
carried by a plot worthy of the The Secret 
History and an atmosphere à la Shutter 
Island.

Bill Herrington is a happy man. In his fifties, an 
ideal husband, and a happy father, he holds a po-
sition as a professor of literature at a prestigious 
university. 

Everything works for the best in the best of all 
worlds… until the day he finds, in his locker, the 
copy of a sensational novel published by a myste-
rious unknown: Richard Philip Kirkpatrick. Not 
enough to upset Bill.

But one small detail: the novel tells a true story, 
that of a crime that Bill was persuaded that nobody 
had ever known about.

This book soon invades Bill’s existence and con-
taminates everything around him like a virus. 

His peaceful and comfortable life, as well as his 
psychological equilibrium, threaten to shatter into 
pieces under the devastating effect of this vengeful 
novel that has awakened all the ghosts of the past.

Cedric Lalaury was born in Montluçon. After studying Modern Literature at 
Université Blaise Pascal, he taught remedial classes to struggling students. Admirer of 
Henry James, Proust and Stephen King, he now devotes himself to writing.

Suspense | Psychological Thriller

it’S aLwayS MiDnight SOMewhere

ceDric LaLaury
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“An unputdownable psychological thriller.” — Lire



Orig. Title: Aux petits mots, les 
grands remèdes
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
384 pp.
September 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Italy, Korea, Czech Republic, 
China, Taiwan

10,000+ copies sold

Alex, the biblio-therapist tries to cure his patients’ ills 
with literature. The patients include Yann, a hand-
icapped teen who gets bullied at school and who re-
fuses to open up to the world, and the cynical Robert 
Chapman – crushed by his job, he has forgotten how 
to talk to his wife. Can fiction help the biblio-therapist 
help himself? Is the key to happiness to be found be-
tween the lines of the books he so loves? An invigorat-
ingly up-to-date tale that pays tribute to words – both 
other people’s and those we set to our own inner songs.

Michaël Uras is a French literature professor. He has 
published two novels: Chercher Proust (finalist of the Prix 
de l’inaperçu 2013) and Nos souvenirs flottent dans une 
mare poisseuse.

Fiction

take twO chaPterS anD caLL Me in the MOrning
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Orig. Title: Psychanalyse et les 
sciences humaines
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
128 pp.
1996

Territory: World excl. French

English translation available

Rights Sold
Argentina, China, Japan, Turkey, 
USA (WEL)

Two essential texts by Louis Althusser, one of France’s 
most well-known 20th-century philosophers, on the 
origins and potential future of radical political the-
ory. Althusser is distinguishing psychoanalysis from 
psychology and especially psychiatry, which long re-
sisted Freud’s analytical concepts of the unconscious 
and overdetermination. The result is an enlivened 
methodology for comprehending social organization 
and change. 

Louis Pierre Althusser (1918-1990) was a French phi-
losopher. He studied at the École Normale Supérieure in 
Paris, where he eventually became Professor of Philosophy. 
Althusser is commonly referred to as a structural Marxist.

Philosophy | Social Sciences

PSychOanaLySiS anD the huMan ScienceS

Louis Althusser

Psycho-
analysis 
and the 
Human 

Sciences

Orig. Title: La sonate oubliée
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
256 pp.
February 2017

Territory: World excl. French

6,000+ copies sold

Two young girls meet across the centuries through a 
mysterious music score. Two hearts with a passion for 
music, love and freedom. A sensitive debut novel in 
which past and present intertwine, The Lost Sonata 
takes us on a journey through La Serenissima to 
meet one of the greatest composers of baroque music. 
Through the story of Ada, Christiana Moreau pays a 
moving tribute to these orphan girl musicians, cele-
brated virtuosos in their time, whose names we will 
never know.

Christiana Moreau is a self-taught artist, a Belgian 
painter and sculptor. She lives in Seraing, in the province 
of Liège, Belgium. 

Literary Fiction

the LOSt SOnata



The publications of La Martinière Littérature are a collection of modern and audacious 
fiction and non-fiction titles loved by booksellers, critics and readers alike and are 
developed by committed men and women who share a vision for passionate books, 
French and foreign novels with a taste for beautiful stories, full-bodied and powerful 
characters, and the beauty of language. Their titles are marked by energy, desire, 
pleasure, experience sharing, and an impulse towards the world. Join us; you are here 
at home.

www.editionsdelamartiniere.fr/thematique/litterature
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Orig. Title: Le Parfum de 
l’hellébore
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
304 pp.
January 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

• 2017 Readers Prize, Notre 
Temps magazine

• 2017 Prix Poulet-Malassis 

Like The Greenhouse, a touching and sen-
sitive debut novel that highlights how lis-
tening, sharing and friendship are the only 
values that can save people’s lives.

For readers of Anna Gavalda, Audur Ava Olafsdottir, 
Olivier Bourdeaut

Anne had been sent to Paris to work in the psychiat-
ric center directed by her uncle. In the early sixties, 
treatments were still in their emergent stages. Anne 
observes the strange behaviour of a young boy of elev-
en, Gilles, who everyone nicknames “the idiot.” She 
sends her thoughts to her best friend in secret letters. 
Why is their correspondence forbidden? And why was 
Anne forced to move away from her family?

At the center, she meets a young anorexic girl, Beatrice, 
with whom she builds a friendship. Together, they see 
what no one seems to have noticed: when he is with 
the hospital gardener, Gilles, who is actually autistic, 
stops suffering crises. He even says his first words. 
But the psychiatric world would have it differently.

Years later, Sophie, a psychology student, stumbles 
on Beatrice’s journal and will not rest until she knows 
what happened to each of them. Why does Beatrice’s 
journal stop suddenly the summer she is fourteen? 
What happened to Gilles? Did Anne and the gardener 
manage to save these two children?

Cathy Bonidan lives in Vannes where she is a primary school teacher. The Perfume 
of the Hellebore Rose is her first novel.

Debut Novel

the PerfuMe Of the heLLebOre rOSe

A magnificent novel, which I have devoured! A lot of sensitivity in the writing, characters 
portrayed with great accuracy, two stories that intermingle harmoniously – the past and the 
present – emotion, love… All the ingredients are gathered in this luminous novel! — Editorial 
Director, France Loisirs

cathy bOniDan
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Orig. Title: L’Embaumeur: ou 
l’odieuse confession de Victor 
Renard
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
528 pp.
August 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

After the revelation of The Confessions of 
Constanze Mozart (Plon, 2003) Isabelle 
Duquesnoy returns with a new literary and 
historical treasure. Rabelaisian grotesque 
mixed with the obsessive, morbid power of 
Süskind’s Perfume and the freedom of Jean 
Teulé.

There is something of Jean-Baptiste Grenouille, the 
unforgettable character of Süskind’s Perfume, about 
Victor Renard, the hero of this novel:

An unsightly appearance;

A terrible childhood, with a loveless mother and a life 
of grime;

A morbid and obsessive passion that will propel him, 
like Grenouille, to the most terrible of deeds…

To escape his mother (a ‘Folcoche’ of the slums), 
and buy the affection of the beautiful and brazen 
Angélique, Victor will learn an unusual trade: em-
balming, alongside master Joulia. A tale of love and 
death that unfolds in Rabelaisian scenes with the 
abominable juxtaposed with jubilation.

A novel of excess in which the grotesque, refinement 
and macabre humor are combined to create sparkling 
writing that is extremely powerful.

Isabelle Duquesnoy (56) is an art restorer working between Basse-Normandie and 
Corsica. She writes every day and rereads her dialogues aloud, with her parrot sitting 
on her shoulder and litres of warm red tea on hand. She made a name for herself as an 
author with her first novel, The Confessions of Constanze Mozart. Her new book, The 
Embalmer, is the result of ten years’ work.

Historical Fiction

the eMbaLMer. Or the DeSPicabLe cOnfeSSiOn Of victOr renarD

 “Isabelle Duquesnoy has composed a  truculent and terrifying account of an embalmer in 
revolutionary Paris, that should shake up the novelistic autumn.”  — Livres Hebdo

“A nugget, a literary jewel, with regards to intrigue, context, and language. Only a history en-
thusiast could offer us such a book.” — Books, moods and more

iSabeLLe DuqueSnOy
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Orig. Title: Il ne nous reste que la 
violence
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
208 pp.
April 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

3,000+ copies sold

What if violence were all we had left? A chill-
ingly realistic crime tale about today’s fierce-
ly individualistic society, where nothing is 
beyond the pale.

Jingle. The switchboard is swamped with calls. 

Everyone wants their complaint, or perhaps just their 
voice, to be heard. But Lemarc, the new director of the 
radio station, whose nickname is “The Terminator,” 
says the call-in show doesn’t generate enough profits. 
And the show’s host can’t think where to find a way to 
save it… except at the bottom of a glass of rum.

But having gotten caught up with a dangerously sleazy 
character, he finally comes up with a plan: get the di-
rector out of the way long enough to let the show catch 
on. But what was supposed to look like a car-jacking 
goes terribly wrong, and Lemarc succumbs to his 
wounds. Rather than being stunned by this unintend-
ed turn of events, the show’s host is surprised not to 
feel a thing. Is killing really that easy?

The floodgates of violence are now open. 

A caustic, uncompromising piece of crime fiction on 
the subject of the violence inherent in modern society.

Éric Lange has been a radio-show host for 30 years, most notably for France Inter, 
RFM and Skyrock. Violence Is All We Have Left (Il ne nous reste que la violence) is his 
second novel.

Crime Fiction

viOLence iS aLL we have Left

“A cruel and percussive fable, Eric Lange’s thriller knocks out without mercy the cynicism of our 
time, the tyranny of money and the stubbornness of aversion. A world of predators that he bites 
with a scathing irony. Deliciously cruel.” — Paris Match 

“Eric Lange plunges us deep into our being and make us discover that we are not immune to our 
own violence.” — Paperblog

éric Lange
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Orig. Title: Mademoiselle, à la 
folie!
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
128 pp.
August 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

• 2017 Prix Stanislas (shortlisted)
• 2017 Prix Draveil (shortlisted)
• 2017 Top 10 debut novels of 

the Rentrée Littéraire selected 
by Le Figaro

A moving duet of two women caught in an 
intimate tragedy, reminiscent of Françoise 
Sagan’s light but profound writing and the 
concise reserve of Marcelle Sauvageot’s 
Commentary (A Tale).

Catherine is soaring at the peak of her existence. 
Unique and admired, she has kissed the most desir-
able actors and acted in the most successful films. She 
loves people madly and distractedly. Jean: her long-
time lover, a married minister. Mina: her assistant, 
her confidant, her best friend. Mina who doesn’t miss 
a thing. Mina who accords her everything.

Glasses of champagne at eleven o’clock in the morn-
ing. Irresistible sudden impulses. But one day, even 
Catherine doesn’t understand anything anymore. 
Everything is going too fast, everything is getting 
muddled. Mina will do her all to protect Catherine 
from the illness that shall not be named.

Because Mademoiselle wants to play her role to the 
end.

A little, a lot, to madness.

Pascale Lécosse lives in the Paris region. Madly, Mademoiselle is her first novel.

Debut Novel

MaDLy, MaDeMOiSeLLe

“An equally sensitive and funny look on a slow descent to the dark pits of lost memory.” — L’Hu-
manité

“A sensitive novel, full of verve, whose characters, unspeakably endearing, will haunt you 
for a long time. A favorite of this Rentrée Littéraire. An absolutely shocking, fair, and sen-
sitive novel that treats the malady from an original angle and steadily avoids the pitfalls of 
pathos. Read it!” — Karine Fléjo, Les chroniques de Koryfée

PaScaLe LécOSSe
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Orig. Title:  Seules les femmes 
sont éternelles
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
288 pp.
November 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS expected October 
2017

Previous titles published in:
Bulgaria, Chezch Republic, Germa-
ny, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Spain

A brilliant historical novel telling the story of 
Loulou Chandeleur, a private detective who 
disguises himself as a woman to avoid fighting 
in the war of 1914. An authentic insight into the 
difficult atmosphere of war and denunciation. 

The war of 1914 is just starting. To escape the draft, 
police inspector Ray Février decides to dress up as a 
woman. He becomes Loulou Chandeleur, a private de-
tective in silk stockings and a veiled hat. He discovers 
that he is just as good a detective in a dress as he is in 
trousers and perhaps a better man. His first client, the 
wealthy Baroness Schlésinger, is being blackmailed in 
an unusual way: someone is threatening to kill her cor-
poral son in a Verdun trench if she doesn’t hand over a 
large sum of money. To prove that the peril is serious, 
the blackmailer threatens to start by killing random 
people first. Ray/Loulou is helped out by Leonie, a 
singer-prostitute friend, and the head of the detective 
agency, Miss Barnett, who quickly falls in love with the 
woman he is not. 

For the four years of the war, the women of France 
kept the country alive. This novel tells the story of a 
man who discovers a world of women, who were also 
discovering the world of men. A book on the difficulty 
of being a woman – especially when you are a man.

Strong points

•	 A novel inspired by the true story of Paul Grappe, 
who dressed as a woman to avoid fighting in the 
First World War and lived as a woman for ten years. 

•	 The author is known for his Voltaire series pub-
lished by Lattès and New Investigations of Juge Ti 
(Les Nouvelles Enquêtes du juge Ti, Fayard/Points)

•	 A switched-on historical novel with vibrant characters 
that have plenty of presence. A clever intrigue writ-
ten in a sharp and lively style; great entertainment.  

Frédéric Lenormand is a master of historical crime. When he became interested in 
ancient China, we got The New Investigations of Judge Ti (Les Nouvelles Enquêtes du 
juge Ti, Fayard/Points). When he brought in a hint of philosophical irony, we got the 
series Voltaire Leads the Case (Voltaire mène l’enquête, J-C Lattès, Prix Arsène Lupin 
and Prix Historia). 

Historical Crime Novel

OnLy wOMen Live fOrever

fréDéric LenOrManD
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Orig. Title: Le jour où je me suis 
aimé pour de vrai
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
256 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English sample

Rights Sold
Italy | Sperling & Kupfer (preempt)

40,000+ copies sold

In the French bestseller lists for 
7 weeks

After the success of We’re Screwed, We Think 
Too Much (On est foutu, on pense trop), Serge 
Marquis is back with an enchanting psycho-
logical fairy tale. 

For readers of Laurent Gounelle and Raphaëlle 
Giordano’s Your Second Life Starts when You Realize 
that You Only Have One (Ta deuxième vie commence 
quand tu comprends que tu n’en a qu’une)

Obsessed with brain cancer, Maryse clings to her 
identity as an eminent pediatric neurologist, desper-
ately seeking recognition. But Charlot, her atypical 
son – a child who both enchants and exasperates her 
– forces her to ask herself awkward questions, back-
ing her into a corner.

The thing is Charlot, 9, is confronted with surprising 
philosophical and existential questions: what mean-
ing does life have when you have a fatal disease? How 
can we resist intimidation, stupidity, fear of the other? 
And above all: what is the ego, that thing that seems 
to make everyone suffer so?

To accompany him in his search for enlightenment, 
his mother, the misnamed Maryse Du Bonheur 
(Maryse Happiness) will have to jettison her smug 
self-satisfaction, strip away everything she thought 
she believed in, and learn to “truly love herself”.  

A specialist in community health as well as a consultant on mental health in the work-
place, Dr. Serge Marquis is a popular international speaker both at conferences and 
in the media. In 1995, he started his own consulting firm, T.O.R.T.U.E (“Turtle:” The 
Organization for Reducing Tension and Burn-Out at Work).

Fiction

the Day i truLy LOveD MySeLf

“Thank you for making your readers feel more alive.” — Alexandre Jardin, author of Le Zèbre 
(Prix Femina 1988)

“Passionate.” — France Inter

Serge MarquiS
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Orig. Title: Le goût de vieillir
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
192 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. French

7,000+ copies sold

A young elderly woman looks into the peculiar con-
cept of aging. A tender account, both emotional and 
serious, of the challenges but also the unexpected joys 
that come with age and the passing of time. Through 
short accounts, between smiles and self-mockery, 
Ghislaine tells us about the surprises and endeavors 
of the aging woman she has reluctantly become. At 
first gently making fun of herself, she goes on to come 
up with a way to best ‘savor life.’

Ghislaine de Sury studied philosophy and the social 
sciences, taught at university, trained managers, and was 
very involved in her family’s life, of course. She passed 
away this year, at the age of 81.

Essay 

SavOring aging

Orig. Title: Mes années 
barbares
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
224 pp.
January 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Germany; TV Rights

15,000+ copies sold

A tale that wavers between anger and a desire for 
reparation, between violence and hope. “Life took a 
lot away from me before it gave me anything: incest, 
countless rapes, 15 years of homelessness… After a 
living hell, I want to find peace. The first 40 years of 
my life were barbaric ones. Horrifying. Suffocating. 
They crushed my life and stole my childhood, my 
whole life. I want the next 40 to be good ones. For my 
children’s sake, and for my own.”

Anne Lorient is 45. She finally has a roof to put over her 
children’s heads. Minou Azoulai is a journalist, a film-
maker and a producer of documentaries and reportages 
(particularly for Envoyé Spécial).

Memoir

My barbaric yearS
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Orig. Title: On se souvient du 
nom des assassins
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
544 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Under Option
Bulgaria

• 2016 Prix Griffe noire (Best 
Historical Novel)

A dark and poisonous crime novel set in the Paris 
underworld at the beginning of the twentieth centu-
ry, where we come across Gaston Leroux and other 
colorful characters. A captivating, bloody novel that 
will remind readers of Caleb Carr’s The Alienist. 
From the catacombs to the Sainte-Anne insane asy-
lum, from the Opera Garnier to the theatres, from 
hot air balloon rides to the roar of a two-seater 
90-horsepower Bugatti, the protagonists cross paths 
with famous characters and gather around them a 
league of extraordinary gentlemen.

Dominique Maisons is one of the new stars of French 
crime fiction with penchant and talent for the darkest, 
bloodiest and most grotesque of scenes. 

Thriller

we reMeMber the naMeS Of the aSSaSSinS



Founded in March 2017 with the publication of L’Imperial Socialiste by Didier Van 
Cauwelaert a.k.a Louis Badinguet, Massot Éditions is a generalist publishing house 
that considers changes in society, whether practical, scientific, or spiritual, and 
provides the tools to participate in this change. The publishing house intends to 
publish ten to twelve titles per year in a variety of novels, essays, and comic strips. 
Massot Éditions is directed by Florent Massot, independent editor for 35 years and 
discoverer of numerous authors in France.

www.massot.com
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Orig. Title: Faites la révolution ! 
L’appel du Dalaï-lama à la jeunesse
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
64 pp.
October 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English translation 

FAITES LA
RÉVOLUTION ! 

l’APPEL DU DALAÏ-LAMA
A LA JEUNESSE

massot
éditions

le dalaï-lama & Sofia Stril-Rever

éditions
rabelais

His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama reaches out 
to the youth of today 

This book is a declaration of hope addressed to the 
millennial generation. They are reaching adulthood 
while the inherent right to life is threatened by the col-
lapse of resources and biodiversity, and the rise of na-
tionalism, against a backdrop of social, economic and 
intergenerational division.

The Dalai Lama shares the millennial generation’s in-
tense awareness of these multiple crises which, in his 
view, are not irrevocable. They have been caused by 
human action, therefore human action is the solution.  
This is why the Dalai Lama emphasizes the need to 
move towards radical changes that are not based on 
belief or ideology, but on ethics. In other words, a rev-
olution of consciousness which consists of switching 
from isolated, individualistic and anthropocentric 
systems of thought, to altruistic and global patterns of 
consciousness. Both individual and collective commit-
ment revolves around the realization that everyone is 
part of the Earth’s ecosystem, and so, bear a responsi-
bility for the protection of all forms of life, human and 
non-human. To assume this universal responsibility 
with full awareness of global issues is the prerequisite 
for our survival today.

This clear, trenchant book proposes altruism as the 
most pragmatic and obvious solution to the great-
est challenges of our time. “The future is in your 
hands,” concludes the Dalai Lama, addressing young 
YouTubers in the name of universal brotherhood. 
Born in the computer age, digital natives are receptive 
to this message, which places altruism at the heart of 
their lives. 

His Holiness the Dalai Lama is the spiritual leader of Tibet. Since 1959, Tenzin Gyatso, 
the 14th Dalai Lama, has lived in exile in Dharamsala, in northern India, where he took 
refuge after China invaded Tibet. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989.

Sofia Stril-Rever co-authored with His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama A Call 
to the World (L’Appel au monde, Seuil, 2011) and The Spiritual Autobiography 
(L’Autobiographie spirituelle, Presses de la Renaissance, 2009) translated into twenty 
languages; and A New Reality (Nouvelle Réalité, Les Arènes, 2016). She scripted the 
film Dalai Lama, Life after Life (Dalaï-lama, une vie après l’autre, Arte, 2008) as well 
as several books with Sister Emmanuelle, including Spiritual Testament (Testament 
spirituel, Presses de la Renaissance, 2008).  

Society | Spirituality

a caLL fOr revOLutiOn!

the DaLai LaMa with SOfia StriL-rever
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Orig. Title: La guerre de la terre 
et des hommes
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
400 pp.
January 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS expected December 
2017

La Guerre 
de la terre 

et des hommes

PASCAL BACQUÉ

ROMAN

Éditions Massot

A ground-breaking book for our time 

1945: the war is over, though the final outcome is being 
played out elsewhere. Ian Bute and Tolkien travel East 
with Churchill, and as they do so the secrets of an an-
cient, millenial Europe come to light. They encounter 
seventy archetypal men from through the ages, taking 
us to the very heart of the continuing tragedy that is 
war, and unlocking the mysteries of life itself. 

A parallel narrative gives an added dimension to this 
journey from West to East, culminating in a dramatic 
showdown between Otton and Sylvestre, who dream 
of THE ideal empire, and Harr and his twin sons, 
Hermann and Elias, whose bitter struggle will weigh 
heavily on the world.  

To confront the fate of the West – its nations, religions, 
history, etc. – in such a way is a rare and  ambitious 
undertaking. In order to embark on this odyssey, the 
author plumbs his poetic imagination to create a myth 
weaving in all the major world figures of literature, 
music, politics... His superb writing is laden with lyr-
ical flashes of brilliance; a keen sense of observation; 
and uplifting humor. 

The author points out that his one book is a narrative. 
Fifteen years of research and five different drafts took 
him on a journey through his life and that of the world. 
Now, he is transcribing his observations.

Pascal Bacqué is a poet and a writer and a devotee of the Talmud. His work has 
evolved gradually, from the poetic form  as well as via artistic collaborations (as di-
rector of the collection « Libelles » for L’âge d’Homme, Member of the editorial board 
of the magazine La Règle du Jeu, working for three years as director of the French 
Talmudic College with René Lévy.) He has authored Imperium (L’âge d’Homme, 2007), 
The Legend of Elias (L’âge d’Homme, 2011), Ode to the end of the world (L’âge d’Hom-
me, 2014), Jewish law, civil law, natural law. Letters on marriage for all and its 
consequences yet to unfold (with Jean-Claude Milner, Grasset, 2014). 

Literary Fiction

the war Of the earth anD the Men

PaScaL bacqué
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Praise for The Legend of Elias:

“You can fully immerse yourself in this book, play mindgames, dream, admire and disagree... It is a book that I have read all in 

one go, albeit slowly and at length, with the growing feeling that I am facing an enigma, a literary quirk, a book that is both a 

monster and an utterly  absorbing narrative which cannot be put down and which, once read, keeps its grip on you.” 

— Bernard-Henri Lévy

Praise for Ode to the End of the World:

“This poet has a formidable weapon, a double-edged voice. Piercing the air, it penetrates the very foundations of the French 

language. It’s a shofar!”  — Thierry Jolif-Maïkov
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Orig. Title: Un alchimiste raconte 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher:  Massot Editions
320 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

8,000+ copies sold

Alchemy for everyday life

Are there still alchemists in the modern world?

Very rare, there are only around ten in a century. 
Patrick Burensteinas is one of them, but he does not 
correspond to the classic image of a bearded old man 
dressed in a violet cape. Trained as a scientist, he has 
spent years carrying out operative alchemy experi-
ments in his laboratory. First to prove to himself that 
alchemy doesn’t work, and then because it did. The 
impossible became possible.

So, does matter have a soul? Patrick’s quest is directed 
toward an entirely different type of gold. His is a quest 
for light of metaphysical proportions, in which the 
Philosopher’s Stone can be found through working 
on self-alignment. He now wants to bring this state 
of wakefulness to as many people as possible. After 
documentaries, conferences and journeys to sacred 
destinations, big brands now ask him for advice on 
how to give their products meaning. An art that dates 
back thousands of years, Patrick wants to place mod-
ern-day alchemy at the heart of human society. This 
book recounts his journey while examining key ques-
tions: why are we here, what happens to us when we 
die, what governs our emotions and how can we turn 
toward the light of inner peace. A lesson in everyday 
wisdom brimming with unique character.

While our society is exploring spirituality from all 
over the world, this book explores a way to reconnect 
with a form of spirituality that has been practiced in 
France and the world for centuries.

After a first career focused on his scientific systems and information security business, 
Patrick Burensteinas decided to dedicate his efforts to explaining and sharing 
traditional sciences. Alchemy is an art that has fascinated him for years, and it became 
a veritable quest for meaning – a prolongation of physics. He has developed a vibratory 
therapeutic technique called Trame, along with a new approach in talking about al-
chemy. He is the author of several successful books on the subject and took part in the 
documentary series The Alchemy Journey – On the Trail of the Philosopher’s Stone, by 
Georges Combe. 

Personal Development | Spirituality

an aLcheMiSt SPeakS

Patrick burenSteinaS
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Orig. Title: Un autre regard. 
Trucs en vrac pour voir les choses 
autrement
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
110 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. French, 
Japanese and Korean

Material Available
French MS
English samples

Rights Sold
Greece | Potamos
Korea | Woorinabi
Italy | Centauria
USA | Seven Stories, WEL

17,000+ copies sold

By the author-illustrator of “The Mental Load”

A motley bunch of stories on feminism, politics and 
sexuality, Emma is a new blogger attacking stereo-
types on a wide range of issues. Countering cliché, 
she shares her experience as a new mom through a 
series of anecdotes that are anything but candy-coat-
ed. With accuracy and dedication, she takes another 
look at subjects like the sacrosanct maternal instinct, 
the baby blues, the story of the clitoris and the story of 
refugees, and questions truths that might seem fixed. 
This book is as funny as it is touching and informative.

Vacation.

Back at work, Emma realized that her colleagues 
thought maternity leave was like going on vacation. 
She looks back on giving birth and the pain and fa-
tigue that followed.

The story of my friend C.

C. is pregnant and carefully prepares for giving birth. 
Unfortunately, things don’t go as planned and C. 
comes face to face with the violence of the medical 
world.

www.emmaclit.com

Emma is 36 years old and works as a computer science engineer. 

A feminist and a revolutionary, her illustrated stories are based on current affairs with a 
political flavor.

Comics (series)

anOther LOOk. a bunch Of Stuff tO See thingS DifferentLy

“Emma talks about the clitoris like nobody else.” — Huffington Post

eMMa
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Forthcoming Volume 2 will include viral comic strip on “The Mental Load” and other 
similar, ‘engaged’ themes: feminism, immigration, social justice, domestic violence.



Bertram + de Leeuw Publishers is an independent publishing house dedicated to 
publishing nonfiction and fiction. We are interested in stylistically distinct and 
original books that are also commercially viable. Books that matter, books that have 
social significance.

With that, we believe in offering excellent editorial guidance to our authors. This 
critical acquisition, combined with a committed and active attitude of the publisher, 
guarantees quality. Quality which the media, bookstores and readers notice and 
appreciate.

B + L happily welcomes established authors as well as new talents. We believe in a 
joint partnership with our authors, and all book proceeds are shared on a 50-50 basis. 
Our books, from print to e-book, are published in a modern way and with great care.

www.bertramendeleeuw.nl
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Orig. Title: Material Matters
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Bertram + de 
Leeuw Publishers
224 pp.
December 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English & German samples

16,000+ copies sold

• 2017 Management Book of 
the Year award (longlisted)

MATERIAL
MATTERS

 
HET ALTERNATIEF VOOR ONZE ROOFBOUWMAATSCHAPPIJ

Thomas Rau
Sabine Oberhuber

 MEEST fAvoRIETE
 UITzEndIng

‘HET EIndE vAn bEzIT’

The alternative to our over-exploitation 
economy

Material Matters is an exciting journey of discovery 
into thinking about our role on the Earth. It is a revo-
lutionary book that has the power to turn the world as 
we know it completely on its head.

In nine chapters full of fascinating examples, Thomas 
Rau and Sabine Oberhuber take us step by step to-
wards a new economic model. A world in which the 
consumer is no longer an ‘owner’ but a ‘user’, materi-
als acquire rights and waste is a thing of the past.

A utopia? Not as such: Material Matters outlines the 
model that makes this revolution possible. Using a 
number of different cases, Rau and Oberhuber stress 
that a future-proof world could well be close at hand.

Material Matters covers complex issues but is at the 
same time entertaining and easy to read. It will ap-
peal to people who identify themselves with the mot-
to: don’t own, enjoy! And everybody can savour some 
provocative and revolutionary thinking.

German-born Thomas Rau is the founder of Turntoo and RAU Architects, two of the 
first companies in the Netherlands dedicated to the circular economy. In 2016 he was a 
finalist for the Fortune Award for Circular Economy Leadership and was ranked Top 2 
of Dutch key players in sustainability. 

German-born Sabine Oberhuber is the co-founder of Turntoo. She studied econom-
ics at the Freie Wilhelms University in Münster (Germany) she received her Master’s 
in Management from the ESCP European School of Management in Paris, Oxford and 
Berlin with a specialization in Strategy and Finance. 

Economy | Environment

MateriaL MatterS

“[Rau and Oberhuber] would rather pay for prints than for a printer, for light rather than for 
a lamp... They invented a whole new economic system in which we only use products instead of 
possessing them. Philips is already participating.” — Algemeen Dagblad 

thOMaS rau & Sabine Oberhuber
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Orig. Title: De wereld van 
morgen
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Bertram + de 
Leeuw Publishers
235 pp.
October 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English sample

First print-run: 10,000 copies

DE WERELD 
VAN MORGEN

RICHARD VAN HOOIJDONK

A must-read for those who want to be 
future-ready

Trendwatcher and futurist Richard van Hooijdonk 
gives us a glimpse into the amazing world of tomor-
row. He shows us how quickly our lives change and 
what impact it has on the way we live and work.

What will society look like in 2035?

•	 A chip in your body will prevent you from getting 
sick

•	 A brain chip will enable you to learn Chinese in 
seconds

•	 Our food will come from a food printer

•	 Smart furniture will move around by itself

•	 A robot will put the children to bed

•	 We will live on Mars

•	 Your self-driving car will enable you to nap while 
driving

•	 We will have fascinating relationships with robots

•	 We will never have to work again, thanks to the 
universal basic income

•	 The oil era will end. Hurray!

•	 Your energy supply will come from space

Richard van Hooijdonk is an inspirator. He is the foremost trendwatcher and 
futurist in the Netherlands. Over 500,000 people have already attended his keynote 
lectures. Starting  A utumn 2017, he will tour the Dutch theaters.

Society | Lifestyle | Technology

the wOrLD Of tOMOrrOw. hOw technOLOgy iMPactS the way we Live 

richarD van hOOiJDOnk
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Hollands Diep is devoted to publishing the best of Dutch and international literary 
fiction and non-fiction, focusing on areas such as literature, history, politics, current 
affairs, culture and art. The list includes works by internationally renowned authors 
such as Graham Swift, Eimear McBride, Max Hastings, Ian Bostridge, Atticus Lish, 
Leslie Jamison, Leon de Winter and Tommy Wieringa.

www.hollandsdiep.nl
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Orig. Title: De wafelfabriek 
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Hollands Diep
176 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English sample

A powerful and highly original novel about 
leading and being misled

For readers of José Saramago and Ernest van der Kwast

The workers at the waffle factory have been living to 
the rhythm of their waffle machines for years. 

Until one day Arka Narovski appears, a tall and char-
ismatic ex-soldier. Not long after his arrival, the work-
ers lay down their tools. A protest ensues. But against 
whom or what exactly, and why?

The Waffle Factory is a timeless novel about how easy 
it is to mislead the masses, but also about the desire 
to be misled.

Strong points: 

•	 The long-awaited new novel following Helinski’s 
successful Bloemkool uit Tsjernobyl (Cauliflower 
from Chernobyl)

•	 An allegorical and urgent novel about the way 
groups work

•	 Received a great deal of attention in the national 
media

•	 Bloemkool uit Tsjernobyl was nominated for the 
ANV Debut Prize

Roman Helinski (1983) has written stories and articles for various literary journals, 
including Hollands Maandblad, Das Magazin and Hard Gras. He made his debut in 
2014 with the novel Bloemkool uit Tsjernobyl, which Wim Brands selected for the an-
thology Dutch Literature of the 21st Century as one of the most important debuts since 
2000.

Literary Fiction

the waffLe factOry

“A beautiful, transparent narrative revealing deeper layers of human interaction with seeming-
ly simple themes.” — Ronnie Terpstra, Van der Velde Bookstore

About Cauliflower from Chernobyl:

“A magnificent portrait of an impossible father, a literary character who is one in a million. A 
powerful debut.” – Arjen Fortuin, NRC Handelsblad

rOMan heLinSki
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Orig. Title: Sara en Liv 
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Hollands Diep
192 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English sample

10,000+ copies sold

A book that hits you like a sledgehammer.

For readers who enjoyed Thomese’s Shadow Child 
and Claudel’s Monsieur Linh and His Child

Sara and Liv is the touching portrait of the brief lives 
of two sisters and the impact their death had on the 
family. Writing in a beautiful, tranquil style and with 
the unusual changing perspective of both mother and 
child, Suzan Hilhorst tells her autobiographical story. 
Sara and Liv is a most impressive debut about loss, 
grief, hope and happiness and, above all, an ode to life.

“I watched with delight as my mother realised I was 
with them. And that I would always be there. As un-
changing as the time that passes in books. As silent 
as the seconds after I had exhaled my last breath, but 
just as present as the air into which that last sigh had 
disappeared.” — Excerpt, Sara and Liv

Strong points: 

•	 Unique and engaging

•	 An outstanding debut by a truly talented author

Suzan Hilhorst is a reporter and program-maker for the VARA public broadcasting 
organisation in the Netherlands. Suzan’s daughters, Sara and Liv, both died from an 
unknown metabolic disease shortly after their birth. Her personal story took her back 
to a former passion: writing. Sara and Liv is her debut. Suzan is now working on a 
second novel.

Literary Fiction, inspired by true events

Sara anD Liv

“An admirably controlled and powerful book.” — Elsevier

“Breathtakingly beautiful and raw.” — Algemeen Dagblad

“A gripping book.” — De Telegraaf

“Within the seriousness of the story, the rays of hope shine extra brightly.” — Nederlands Dagblad

“This is a heart-breaking story, impressive mainly because of the sincerity of its author, who is 
simply very good at relating what is happening here.” — Leeuwarder Courant

“From start to finish, this haunting story gives you a lump in your throat and goose bumps
from head to toe, but in spite of the distressing subject matter it remains a magnificent ode to
life.” —  Nieuwsblad.be

Suzan hiLhOrSt
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Orig. Title: Piet Mondriaan. Een 
nieuwe kunst voor een ongekend 
leven
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Hollands Diep
660 pp.
November 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English sample available

Piet Mondrian is one of the iconic artists of the twen-
tieth century. He ranks alongside Rembrandt and 
Van Gogh as an international icon of Dutch painting. 
Janssen explores the act and technique of painting 
in relation to the spiritual, half-glimpsed narrative 
meanings hidden in Mondrian’s work and shows how 
this connection relates to the remarkable twists and 
turns in the life and art of this extraordinary man. 

Hans Janssen is an art historian and curator at large of 
modern art at Gemeentemuseum Den Haag. He has an in-
ternational reputation as one of the foremost experts on 
the life and work of Piet Mondrian.

Illustrated Biography

Piet MOnDrian. a new art fOr a Life unknOwn 

Orig. Title: Winston Churchill, 
vader van Europa
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Hollands Diep
410 pp.
June 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch & 
World English

English translation available

The first book ever written about Churchill’s cam-
paign for a united Europe. After WWII, the vic-
torious Winston Churchill swore to build a peace 
across Europe that would last a generation. Through 
Churchill’s own private papers, Felix Klos unveils 
Churchill’s personal battle to regain his place in world 
affairs, his confidential conversations with European 
leaders and the thinking and preparation behind some 
of his most powerful speeches. A beautifully written 
history of Europe after the war and a new glimpse at 
one of its greatest statesmen.

Felix Klos is a historian who has had access to unpub-
lished Churchill papers and archives. He undertook his 
research at the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge and 
at Churchill’s family home, Chartwell.

Biography | History

winStOn churchiLL. father Of eurOPe 
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Orig. Title: Wanderland
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Hollands Diep
224 pp.
November 2015

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English sample available

Rights Sold
Germany 

Wanderland shows the close connection between love 
and loneliness. The successful painter Igor Nast re-
ceives a call from his half-brother, summoning him to 
Switzerland, to his father’s deathbed. A father whom, 
as a child, he saw walk out and of whom, by his own 
admission, he cherishes not a single memory. Igor and 
his father are sneaking off together to where he left the 
one real love in his life, Nova Gorica in Slovenia. There, 
they spend the last few days in an attempt to rebuild 
their relationship.

Paul Baeten Gronda is a regular columnist for Flemish 
newspapers and magazines. 

Literary Fiction
wanDerLanD



Meulenhoff Boekerij publishes both commercial and literary titles. We publish 
upmarket and genre books and have married the marketing sales power of a 
commercial fiction publisher to the quality controls and good taste of a literary house. 
Every genre is well represented. We have published many titles that sold over 100,000 
copies, no mean feat in a language area of 20 million.

Meulenhoff has a great tradition in publishing translated literature from all over the 
world. Our list features more Nobel Prize laureates than any other Dutch publisher.

Boekerij is especially strong in quality commercial fiction and is the market leader 
in translated fiction. The women’s fiction and thriller list features international 
bestselling authors.

w w w. m e u l e n h o ff b o e k e r i j . n l
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Orig. Title: Een charismatisch 
defect
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Meulenhoff
256 pp.
February 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English sample

An unparalleled story of the ruthless pursuit 
of ideals and the power of the past.

For readers of Niña Wijers and Hanna Bervoets

When the charismatic Blake Chesterfield invades the 
tumultuous Amsterdam of the late sixties, nothing 
will ever be the same again. He wants to make the 
world a better place — at all costs. It offers April an 
escape from her typical small-town existence. 

Blake carries powerful appeal, and he soon gathers 
a crowd of followers. When the commune devises an 
attack against “the face of capitalism,” April is faced 
with a moral choice: which evil should be contested, 
the evil on the outside or the evil within?

Decades later, when an old acquaintance enters her 
carefully shielded life, April is confronted by an un-
welcome memory. How do you come to terms with a 
past that was never completely yours?

A Charismatic Fault is an unparalleled novel about 
the illusion of freedom. Once again, Eva Kelder dis-
sects human fragility with sharp-witted finesse.

Eva Kelder (1980) studied English literature and journalism. She has published short 
stories in various literary journals, including Passionate Magazine, De Revisor and De 
Gids. In 2014, she released her highly praised debut novel It Seemed Quieter Than It 
Was, certainly proving herself to be new literary talent.

Literary Fiction

a chariSMatic fauLt

“In A Charismatic Fault, Kelder shows a great insight in human behaviour and thought processes. Be-
cause of the intriguing characters and wonderful style this book had a charismatic effect on me.” 
— **** Boekenkrant

“Kelder writes with just the perfect amount of ambiguity. It makes us doubt the lefticism of the past.” 
— Het Parool

“The novel is alarming, raw and exhales fantastic psychological insight.” — Elle

“Kelder shows again that she is playing with language. In beautiful, poetic sentences, she tells her story. 
A Charismatic Fault lingers with the reader for a while and meets their high expectations.” 
— **** Hebban

eva keLDer
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Orig. Title: In alle steden
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Meulenhoff
256 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English sample

A cheerful dystopia about a world where 
only the right of the strongest prevails.

What does the future hold for a society based on fear 
and without any compassion?

In Every City tells the story of true optimist Bennie: 
fired from his job and an alcoholic, but in good 
spirits. 

In a world in which the division between poor and 
rich has become increasingly sharper, he finds his 
way along numerous illegal pubs. He moves carelessly 
through a society where only two forms of education 
exist, health is one’s own responsibility, and religion 
is united against a common enemy. 

With his social status reduced to zero, he strays from 
job to job. He tries to find his way back to a better life, 
assisted by a wide array of companions.

In Every City is a cheerful dystopia about a world 
where only the right of the strongest prevails. 

With the hand of a master, Weverling depicts the life 
of a man who must process setback after setback 
but refuses to throw in the towel.

Aukelien Weverling (1977) is an author and columnist. She studied journalism in 
Utrecht and now lives in Amsterdam. Her previous novels were nominated for various 
Dutch literary prizes. The Country (Het land, Meulenhoff) was very well received by 
the Dutch press and awarded many starred reviews. In Every City (In alle steden) is 
her fourth and latest book.

Literary Fiction

in every city

aukeLien weverLing
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“You simply must read In alle steden. Aukelien Weverling is a tremendous asset for the Dutch 
literature.” — A.F.Th. van der Heijden

“Breathtaking and unmatched.” — Thomas Rosenboom

“The Dutch literature is enriched with an important novel, an instant classic.” — Walter van den 
Berg



Orig. Titles: 
— Poging iets van het leven te 
maken 
— Zolang er leven is
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Meulenhoff
328 pp, 375 pp.
2014, 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English translation available

Rights Sold
In over 35 territories; interna-
tional bestseller

Combined sales of 370,000+ cp.

Delightful and moving, Groen’s novel shares a full 
year each of the eponymous octogenarian’s journal 
entries, detailing his day-to-day observations, hu-
morous inner monologues, and overall zest for life 
within a nursing home in Amsterdam. Both diaries 
consist of many daily challenges of Hendrik and his 
friends of the Old-But-Not-Dead club, described in a 
very witty and satirical way, but tender and loving at 
the same time. 

Hendrik Groen is a pseudonym. The author doesn’t live 
in a retirement home himself, but he does write from his 
own experience. 

Literary Fiction
atteMPtS tO Make SOMething Of Life +
aS LOng aS there iS Life

Orig. Title: Sam Goudsmit. De 
jacht op de atoombom van Hitler
Orig. Publisher: Meulenhoff
288 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English sample available

Rights Sold
USA 

The remarkable story of Sam Goudsmit, the Dutch-
American physicist who discovered the phenomenon 
of electron, traced Hitler’s atomic bomb and came 
up with the best scientific magazine in the world. In 
World War II, Goudsmit led the American search for 
Hitler’s atomic bomb on the European front. This sto-
ry, about brilliant science, heroic courage, tragedy and 
leadership, needs to be told to a larger audience. Van 
Calmthout worked closely with Goudsmit’s family in 
the US, who was eager to collaborate on Goudsmit’s 
first biography.

Martijn van Calmthout is science editor and commen-
tator for Dutch newspaper de Volkskrant. He studied phys-
ics in Utrecht and writes about the sciences. 

Biography

SaM gOuDSMit. the hunt fOr hitLer’S atOM bOMb
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Orig. Title: Turks fruit
Orig. Publisher: Meulenhoff
214pp.
1969

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English translation available

Rights Sold
USA, France , Germany, Korea, 
Greece, Turkey, Lithuania 

The story of a tempestuous love affair―and the basis 
for Paul Verhoeven’s Oscar-nominated film―Wolkers’s 
controversial masterpiece, published in 1969, Turkish 
Delight was a sensation and a scandal. Its graphic 
language and explicit sex scenes had an explosive ef-
fect, but just as revolutionary was its frank, colloquial 
style. The story of a sculptor’s relationship with Olga 
and the dark days that followed, the two only reunite 
during Olga’s inexorable and tragic decline into can-
cer, when she would only eat the soft, sweet Turkish 
Delight that her ex-lover brings to her bedside.

Jan Wolkers was an author, painter, sculptor, and one of 
the “Great Four” writers of Dutch literature. 

Classic

turkiSh DeLight
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Orig. Titles: 
— Drie vrienden, een huis (en 
een klusjesman)
— Daar heb je vrienden voor
— Vrienden voor het leven
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
316 pp.
February 2016
August 2016
October 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS
English synopses & samples 
available

12,000+ copies — combined 
sales of first two books

Three Friends, a House and a Handyman

A humorous series about art, friendship and the big 
decisions in life. And how tempting it is to put them off.

Some things you simply don’t do when you’re in your 
mid-thirties, such as giving up a steady job, a lovely 
house of your own in the south and the prospect of 
marriage – all for a temporary job at the Van Gogh 
Museum in Amsterdam. Noor does so, though, to the 
regret of her parents and boyfriend. Together with her 
younger sister Kiki and her old friend from university, 
Joost, she moves in to a run-down house along a state-
ly canal in Amsterdam.

That’s What Friends are For 

He would like to be a ladies man, but Joost is a little 
stuffy and nerdy. Forty, unmarried, a writer, art histo-
rian and archaeologist, he works at the RijksMuseum 
and the University of Amsterdam. After spending two 
months in Rome working on a book about Emperor 
Augustus, he decides to turn his life around. But back 
in the Netherlands, life is pretty different than in the 
Italian sunshine. 

Friends for Life

A month of holidays, maybe even two. That’s what Kiki, 
successful as art intermediate, has promised herself 
when Jeff Koons’ new exhibition finally opens in the 
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. But the exhibition 
culminates in political uproar, and Kiki finds herself 
in a rollercoaster of unpleasant events instead of on a 
tropical beach. Despite the unconditional support of 
her friends, her career goes downhill from that mo-
ment on. Finally she gets a clarifying insight: she lives 
her life too fast. But to change that and really learn 
to embrace the art of slow living takes more than just 
good intentions…

Astrid Harrewijn went to Law School and went on to work as a translator. In 2006, 
she won a writing competition and published her first novel, You Could Get a Yes (Ja 
kun je krijgen). Since then, she has published nine more novels. She has a distinct style 
and writes with humor about the pitfalls of our daily lives. Astrid Harrewijn has a 
passion for art, lives in The Hague with her husband and dog and has two daughters in 
university.

Women’s Fiction

the “i  My frienDS” triLOgy

aStriD harrewiJn
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Orig. Title: Casa Familia
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
272 pp.
April 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS

7,000+ copies sold

A new sensational thriller with Tara and 
Diego, from Birds of Paradise, taking place 
at the sunny coast of Spain.

A survival weekend in the Belgian Ardennes gives 
journalist Tara Linders the perfect opportunity to get 
to know her new colleagues. 

If only she didn’t hate survival and group activities in 
general. She’d much rather venture out on her own to 
explore the surroundings. 

To her partner, Diego Martinez, this weekend is the 
perfect distraction from his problems at home; he 
takes on the activities with all his heart.

When Tara gets involved in a scuffle near a local bar, 
she meets a few unsavory types who are obviously 
hiding something, but what? And what is taking place 
in the abandoned hospital in the middle of the forest? 
Tara and Diego take it upon themselves to investigate.

The macabre finding of a child’s hand leads them to 
Andalucía in Spain, where the mastermind behind 
the entire operation is hiding. Will Tara and Diego 
find him before more victims will fall?

Nathalie Pagie (1974) is a thriller writer and communications advisor. She lives with 
her husband and two children in Breda, the Netherlands. Her debut The Drama Club 
(De toneelclub) was published in 2013, followed by The Campus (De campus) in 2014. 
Both books sold more than 15,000 copies in the Netherlands and Flanders.

Suspense

caSa faMiLia

“A must-read for Dutch thriller fans.” — dewereldvanbryan.nl

“Thrilling stuff in Andalusia.” — Margiet

“Smooth writing, imaginative and compelling plot, great characters. Nathalie Pagie definitely 
has a talent for writing thrillers. Highly recommended!” — thrillerlezers.nl

nathaLie Pagie
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Orig. Title: Tof stof. 1949. De 
oorlog is voorbij, maar nog niet 
vergeten
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
352 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

Material Available
Dutch MS

10,000+ copies sold

• 2017 Golden Noose Prize for 
Best Dutch Thriller

• Selected for the Fall 2017  ‘10 
Titles from Holland’ brochure 
of the Dutch Foundation for 
Literature

An impressive thriller, where fact and fiction 
ingeniously intertwine.

Resistance fighter Siem Coburg leads a bitter and re-
clusive life on a remote house boat after World War 
II has come to an end. Accused of collaboration and 
haunted by memories of the death of his beloved Rosa, 
he has turned his back on the world. 

In 1949, a farmer who saved his life during the war 
comes to see him. Coburg owes him and sets up an 
investigation: the disabled grandson of the farmer 
has died under suspicious circumstances in a home 
for mentally and physically disabled children. Coburg 
travels to Limburg in the south of the Netherlands, 
and finds himself in a world where no-one breathes a 
word about what happened. 

During his investigation, he discovers that one child 
after another has died an unnatural death. His dis-
covery causes both the clergymen and the villagers to 
turn against the outsider, who is way too curious for 
his own good.

Felix Weber is the pen-name of an award-winning thriller author. He read a report 
by an autonomous research group about sexual abuse within the Catholic church and 
stumbled upon an affair dealing, explicitly, not with sexual abuse but with the death of 
many children under suspicious circumstances. Dust to Dust (Tot Stof) is the result.

Literary Thriller

DuSt tO DuSt.the war iS Over, but nOt yet fOrgOtten

“Dust To Dust is not an adrenaline-filled ride, but instead it rankles the reader, almost lovingly 
so. Storylines dance around until they find each other, characters crawl under your skin and 
into your heart. Dust To Dust is a book full of history, cover-ups, compassion and yes: murder 
as well. It’s one of those rare times the term ‘literary thriller’ gives you exactly what you expect.” 
— Jury Report Golden Noose Prize
 

feLix weber
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Orig. Title: Een Portugese droom
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
256 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

A house, a challenge, a new existence

When the rain is pouring and you’ve managed to 
squeeze yourself into a commuter train, it seems like 
a wonderful dream: starting a new life in a country 
with a warm climate and plenty of space. Marjolein 
and her lover, Bart, have been living that dream ever 
since they bought an old farm with an olive grove on a 
hill in Portugal. After a period full of challenges, hard 
work and setbacks, they manage to live a nearly self- 
supporting and sustainable life.

A country is not just made of picturesque houses and 
sweeping views, however. If you really want to make 
your new home there, you’ll have to connect with the 
locals. In A Portuguese Dream Bart and Marjolein, 
who is called, Maria, in Portugal, become friends with 
the villagers. Together they sing, talk, cook, eat, work 
and party, and they learn much about the country and 
the habits of their region. Until one day, a stranger 
with bad intentions knocks on their door, threatening 
to disturb their Portuguese dream...

Marieke Woudstra (1960) studied Portuguese Language and Literature and worked 
as teacher and translator. 

Currently, she combines her job as care manager in the Netherlands with living and 
working part-time in the Portuguese countryside. Her debut novel Home in Portugal 
was partly based on her own experiences.

Women’s Fiction

a POrtugueSe DreaM

“A great Summer novel by which to daydream! You can almost smell the grilled fish and the 
roasted pig, and almost taste the wine and herbal teas.” — Hebban.nl

Marieke wOuDStra
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Also available: 

hOMe in POrtugaL

Orig. Title: Een Portugese droom
256 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English sample available

10,000+ copies sold

Marjorie and Bart have both been through a lot when 
they meet. The lovers manage to scrape enough mon-
ey together to buy Alta Vista, a dilapidated old farm 
surrounded by olive trees in the Alentejo in the south 
of Portugal. They try to make a living by producing 
and selling biological olive oil and live a simple and 
sustainable life, in harmony with the environment. 
A dream come true, but also a lot of hard work, un-
foreseen troubles and disappointments. Will they be 
strong enough to turn their ideals into reality?



Orig. Titles: Zin; Lief; Ziel
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
336 pp. | 2015

Territory: World excl. Dutch

20,000+ copies sold

The Q trilogy is a delightful, romantic story about 
True Love in the international dance scene. 

For readers of Jennifer Probst

Twenty-something Nina de Wit finds a job as the per-
sonal assistant of the world famous, very attractive, 
very rich trance-dj and producer Wessel Quist, aka Q. 
Nina was raised by hippie parents and wants nothing 
more in life than a steady job, husband and family – 
quite the opposite of her childhood. Q, unaccessible, 
elusive, driven by a dark secret from his past, is ex-
actly the kind of man she isn’t looking for. Against all 
odds, they fall for each other. But will they ever be 
able to overcome their issues?

Women’s Fiction

the q triLOgy

Orig. Title: Vallen
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
336 pp.
June 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

5,000+ copies sold

A heart-warming feel-good novel about true love. 
Journalist Anne Miller has a job with a tabloid mag-
azine and is engaged to Ian, an upright gentleman. 
During an interview with Rory Maquary, the lead 
singer of a hugely famous rock band, an accomplished 
actor and a notorious Hollywood bad boy, she im-
mediately forms an unexpected, unexplainable bond 
with Rory’s three-year-old son. Rory throws caution 
to the wind and makes Anne an offer she can’t refuse: 
if she joins the American tour of the band to take care 
of his son, she’ll be granted an in-depth, tell-all article 
about him and the rest of the band. A trip with im-
mense consequences...

faLLing
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Orig. Title: Opstaan
Orig. Language: Dutch
Orig. Publisher: Boekerij
330 pp.
June 2017

Territory: World excl. Dutch

15,000+ copies sold

Anne Miller’s heart is broken. After a breath-taking 
and very turbulent year with the love of her life, fa-
mous rock star Rory Maquary, their relationship is 
on the rocks. She and a friend run a small restaurant 
on St. Mary’s, one of the British Isles of Scilly, and 
Anne desperately tries to forget Rory and his lovely 
little boy. But forgetting Anne is the last thing Rory 
wants. He still doesn’t understand why she left him 
so suddenly, and he just wants to find her and make 
everything right again.

riSing

Jackie van Laren (1968) has two great passions in her life: music and storytelling. 
At a young age she already wrote poetry and songs. She studied Dutch and English 
Literature, is lead singer in various bands and works in publishing. The Q Trilogy was 
her debut as a novelist.

Jackie van Laren



Cinestate is a Dallas-based entertainment company founded by film producer Dallas 
Sonnier (Bone Tomahawk, Some Kind of Hate) and publisher Will Evans (Deep Vellum 
Publishing) that seeks to improve upon the status quo in three key ways: cultivating 
mutually beneficial relationships with visionary creators who want to see their projects 
made faithfully and distributed widely; eliminating the arbitrary separation between 
the mediums of books and film; and minimizing unnecessary production costs while 
fiercely protecting our creators’ work.  

In its first year, Cinestate produced three feature films (Brawl in Cell Block 99, Puppet 
Master: the Littlest Reich, and Dragged Across Concrete); introduced the world to an 
ear movie experience known as an Audiostate with the first title The Narrow Caves, 
and is set to publish the latest novel from S. Craig Zahler entitled Hug Chickenpenny: 
The Panegyric of an Anomalous Child.

Cinestate’s publishing division is building a home for diverse authors working in all 
genres who have the creative chops to create cinema-scope, unique stories, and who 
want to be involved in the process of publication and adaptation of the work. Properties 
that begin as original literary works are published at Cinestate with the express intent 
of producing a film or series, narrative audio, or audiobook adaptations in-house.

www.cinestate.com
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Cinestate
250 pp.
February 2018

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

A shocking, gripping debut sci-fi/horror 
novel infused with Nietzschean philosophy, 
exploring humanity’s darkest desire for 
transcendence.

Blade Runner meets Westworld via Resident Evil in 
this shockingly powerful debut sci-fi/horror novel.

Seven years after the limitless depths of the Hollow 
War decimated Earth, leaving only 50,000 humans 
to fight for their survival in a pocket of Los Angeles, 
Theo Adams is sent on a mission to destroy the 
enigmatic being that initiated this apocalypse, the 
Megarothke, confronting on his way the realization 
that his connection to those who wish to tap into the 
darkest desires within humankind and who yearn for 
transcendence played an integral role in humanity’s 
downfall.

Robert Ashcroft has worked as a State Department contractor and was recently mo- 
bilized to serve abroad with the U.S. Army Reserve. Trained as a cryptologic linguist 
(with experience in Korean and Spanish), the study of foreign cultures, languages and 
belief systems has been a lifelong priority, and his main goal for the foreseeable future 
is to be able to travel and encounter interesting people and ideas.

Sci-Fi | Horror

the MegarOthke

rObert aShcrOft
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Cinestate
300 pp.
October 2017

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

A provocative, disturbing literary thriller 
that reinvents the serial killer genre, explor-
ing the psychology of desire.

Dexter meets Secretary in Seidlinger’s subversive 
take on the serial killer genre, in which the woman 
seduces and controls the serial killer. Claire studies 
forensic science; Victor is the Gentleman Killer. Clair 
seduces Victor and keeps him in her apartment as her 
pet, her darkest secret.

Seidlinger presents a compelling exploration of 
Claire’s descent into the darkest corners of desire—a 
woman obsessed with performance, with power, with 
sex, with gore.

Michael J. Seidlinger is an Asian American author of a number of novels including 
Falter Kingdom, The Fun We’ve Had, and The Strangest. He serves as director of pub-
licity at Dzanc Books, book reviews editor at Electric Literature, and publisher in chief 
of Civil Coping Mechanisms, an indie press specializing in innovative fiction, nonfic-
tion, and poetry. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Literary Thriller

My Pet SeriaL kiLLer

“Seidlinger twists the knife and unfolds a tightly controlled sense of mayhem... a riveting read of 
psycho-geography.” — 21c Magazine

“Equal parts crime novel, meditation on the American thriller film aesthetic, and sly critique of 
intimacy and romance in the 21st century.” — The Fanzine

MichaeL J. SeiDLinger
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Cinestate
150 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

A hopeful, physically asymmetrical boy fac-
es challenges in an orphanage and the weird 
and dangerous world outside in this gothic, 
Dickensian take on The Elephant Man, from 
the writer and director of the film, Bone 
Tomahawk.

Hug Chickenpenny: The Panegyric of an Anomalous 
Child is a cinematically written, gothic coming-of-
age story featuring the adventures and tragedies be-
falling the misshapen young boy who is the titular 
hero.

Born from tragedy and unknown paternity, this 
asymmetrical and white-haired baby inspires both 
ire and pity at the orphanage, until the day that an 
elderly eccentric adopts him as a pet. The upbeat 
boy’s spirit is challenged in his new home and as he is 
exposed to prejudiced members of society in various 
encounters. 

Will Hug and his astronautical dreams survive our 
cruel and judgmental world?

S. Craig Zahler is an author, screenwriter, director, cinematographer, and musician. 
Born in Florida, Zahler studied film at New York University. His debut western novel, A 
Congregation of Jackals, was nominated for both the Peacemaker and the Spur awards, 
and his brutal western novel, Wraiths of the Broken Land, will be a major motion picture 
from 20th Century Fox directed by Ridley Scott. Zahler wrote and directed the cult classic 
Indie Spirit Award-nominated film Bone Tomahawk, starring Kurt Russell and Patrick 
Wilson, plus the forthcoming Brawl in Cell Block 99, starring Vince Vaughn and Don 
Johnson.

Coming of Age Tale

hug chickenPenny. the Panegyric Of an anOMaLOuS chiLD

“S. Craig Zahler is certain to become one of the great imaginers of our time.” ― Clive Barker

“A sharp look at family, deformity, community, and belonging. At once moving and merciless, this is a 
chronicle of a hapless but still altogether human life.” ― Brian Evenson, author of A Collapse of Horses

“I was intrigued (and still am) by the cover art on this new book. Detailed and beautiful, the cover is 
a good segue into what to expect from the story. (In case you’re wondering, the little boy looking off 
into the distance is Mr. Hug Chickenpenny. What is he looking at, I wonder?) Learn about Hug’s life by 
venturing into this aptly written wonder of fiction. You won’t regret it.” ― Michael Rodriguez, bookseller, 
Harvard Book Store (Staff Pick)

“An exceptional, original, and inherently fascinating read from beginning to end.” ― Midwest Book Review

S. craig zahLer
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French

Jacques expert

Marek Halter

Dutch

paulien cornelisse



Orig. Title: Hortense
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Sonatine Editions
316 pp.
June 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Film/TV rights | Vivendi

30,000+ copies sold

1993 – Sophie Delalande is crazy about her daughter 
Hortense who helps her to forget the difficult relation-
ship she has with her ex-husband, Sylvain. A violent 
man who left her when she was pregnant.

2015 – After years of searching in vain, Sophie has 
never gotten over Hortense’s disappearance. Until 
one evening when a young blonde woman jostles her 
in the street. Sophie is convinced: it’s her daughter, 
it’s Hortense. 

Jacques Expert, journalist and director of programming 
for RTL radio, has written the “Criminal Stories” series on 
France Info radio. Hortense is his fourth novel to be pub-
lished by Editions Sonatine.

Suspense

hOrtenSe

Orig. Title: Eve
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions Robert 
Laffont
360 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. French

English sample available

Rights Sold
Serbia 

30,000+ copies sold

A stunning novel on what really happened in the 
Garden of Eden. What is the original fault they are 
suffering the punishment for seven generations lat-
er? Nahamma, the daughter of Lemec’h, the killer 
of Cain, and Noah’s wife, tells us the story. Having 
boarded the ark with her husband and sons, she is the 
only woman to survive the flood. The only one who 
can tell us about the time before the apocalypse.

Marek Halter is the author of several internationally ac-
claimed, bestselling historical novels .  The immense output 
of Marek Halter has been translated into over twenty lan-
guages and has sold millions of copies around the world. 
For over a decade, Marek Halter explores in his novels the 
great female figures in monotheistic religions.

Historical Fiction

eve

Robert Laffont

MAREK 
HALTER

Ève
r o m a n
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Orig. Title: De verwarde cavia
Orig. Language: Dutch
192 pp. 
April 2016

Territory: World excl. Dutch

English & German samples 
available

Rights Sold
Poland, Portugal

100,000+ copies sold

A comical and poignant novel: a must-read for anyone 
who has ever had colleagues, or still has them. A guin-
ea pig working among humans in an open-plan office: 
it might sound improbable, but anyone who has ever 
worked in this environment is sure to recognize the 
guinea pig’s adventures in officeland. From a symbiot-
ic relationship with the coffee machine to passive-ag-
gressive e-mails and the perils of the office kitty. 

Paulien Cornelisse is an author, comedian and colum-
nist. She made her literary debut with this rollicking office 
serial. Her comedy shows have received numerous prizes. 
She lives in Amsterdam, having previously lived in Japan 
and the USA. She is a co-founder of Echt Gebeurd, the 
Dutch version of The Moth.

Fiction | Humor

the Office Life Of a guinea Pig



Allary Éditions (France)

MattHias Debureaux    Never Put Off Till Tomorrow What You Can Do the Day After Tomorrow and How to 
 Bore People With Your Travel Stories  4
luDovic escanDe     Climbing Mont Blanc   5
JouDe JassouMa    I’m from Aleppo. A Migrant’s Fate   6
alexanDre lacroix    To Bring Philosophy Back Down to Earth   7
sopHie leMp    Their Separation   8
Jean-noël liaut    She, Edmonde   9
MattHieu ricarD, tania singer    Power and Care   10
MattHieu ricarD, Wolf singer    Beyond the Self. Dialogues between a Neuroscientist and a  
 Buddhist Monk   11
nicolas santolaria   How I Sub-Contracted My Life   12
riaD sattouf    The Arab of the Future series   13
riaD sattouf    Esther’s Notebooks series   14
Yan lan    The Yan Family. A family at the center of one hundred years in Chinese history   15
Jean abitbol    The Power of the Voice   16
cHristopHe anDré, alexanDre Jollien, MattHieu ricarD    Three Friends in Search of Wisdom   16
louis bériot    Coffee with Voltaire. Conversations with the Greatest Minds of His Time   16
pHilippe Douroux    Alexandre Grothendieck. In the Footsteps of the Last Mathematical Genius   17
Marc girauD    The Almanach of the Seasons   17
sliMane kaDer    With a View Below the Sea   17
pHilippe nassif    Final Words. What Influential People Said Just before They Died   18
cHarles pépin    The Virtues of Failure   18
françois-olivier rousseau    Becoming Christian Dior   18

Editions du Détour (France)

eMManuel Dockès    Journey to Misarchy. Essay for another possible world    20

Jean-luc  pinol, Maurice garDen    16 Historical Promenades in Paris    21

Le Livre de Poche - Préludes Editions (France)

agnès abécassis    Coffee! A Waiter, Please   23
anaïs barbeau-lavalette    The Woman Who Ran Away   24
MicHèle barrière    Death on Board   25
carole D’Yvoire    To You I Owe All My Life’s Happiness – Virginia & Leonard Woolf   26
alex De brienne    Massacre in Odessa   27
antonYtHasan JesutHasan, cléMentine baron    Shoba. The Journey of a Refugee   28
nicolas Delesalle    Thousand Suns and Song of the Sea   29
Marc fernanDez    Guerrilla Social Club  and Mala Vida   30
elie griMes    Good Girls Go to Heaven, Bad Girls Go Everywhere   31
ceDric lalaurY    It’s Always Midnight Somewhere   32
cHristiana Moreau    The Lost Sonata   33
MicHaël uras    Take Two Chapters and Call Me in the Morning   33
louis altHusser    Psychoanalysis and the Human Sciences   33
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Editions de La Martinière Littérature (France)

catHY boniDan    The Perfume of the Hellebore Rose    35
isabelle DuquesnoY    The Embalmer. Or the Despicable Confession of Victor Renard   36
eric lange     Violence is All We Have Left    37
pascale lécosse     Madly, Mademoiselle    38
fréDéric lenorManD     Only Women Live Forever    39
serge Marquis    The Day I Truly Loved Myself    40
gHislaine De surY    Savoring Aging    41
anne lorient, Minou azoulai    My Barbaric Years    41
DoMinique Maisons    We Remember the Names of the Assassins    41

Bertram en De Leeuw Publishers (the Netherlands)

tHoMas rau,  sabine oberHuber    Material Matters. The alternative to our society of overexploitation    48

ricHarD van HooiJDonk    The World of Tomorrow. How technology impacts the way we live and work   49
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Massot Editions (France)

Dalai laMa, sofia stril-rever    A Call for Revolution!    43
pascal pacqué    The War of Earth and Men   44
patrick burensteinas    An Alchemist Speaks    45
eMMa    Another Look. A Bunch of Stuff to See Things Differently   46

Hollands Diep (the Netherlands)

roMan Helinski    The Waffle Factory   51
suzan HilHorst    Sara and Liv   52
Hans Janssen    Piet Mondrian. A New Art for a Life Unknown   53
felix klos    Winston Churchill. Father of Europe   53
paul baeten gronDa    Wanderland   53

Meulenhoff-Boekerij (the Netherlands)

eva kelDer    A Charismatic Fault   55
aukelien Weverling     In Every City   56
HenDrik groen    Attempts To Make Something of Life. The Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen and As Long As 
 There Is Life. The New Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen   57
MartiJn van calMtHout    Sam Goudsmit. The Hunt for Hitler’s Atom Bomb   57
Jan Wolkers     Turkish Delight    57
astriD HarreWiJn    The I “Heart” My Friends trilogy   58
natHalie pagie    Casa Familia   59
felix Weber    Dust To Dust. The War is Over, But Not Yet Forgotten    60
Marieke WouDstra    A Portuguese Dream. A house, a challenge, a new existence and Home in Portugal  61
Jackie van laren    Q Series + Rising + Falling   62



Individual French + Dutch authors

Jacques expert    Hortense   68

Marek Halter    Eve   68

paulien cornelisse    The Office Life of a Guinea Pig    68

Cinestate (USA)

robert asHcroft     The Megarothke    64

MicHael J. seiDlinger    My Pet Serial Killer   65

s. craig zaHler  Hug Chickenpenny. The Panegyric of an Anomalous Child    66
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LateSt rightS DeaLS

2 Seas Agency’s most recent foreign rights deals include:

SePteMber 2017
Emma, Another Look. A Bunch of Stuff to See Things Differently vol.1 and vol. 2: USA (Seven Stories Press, WEL)

Notter, Jamie and Grant, Maddie, When Millennials Take Over: Taiwan (Yuan-Liou Publishing)

Posner, Patricia, The Pharmacist of Auschwitz: the Netherlands (Omniboek)

Zilahy, Mirko, The Shape of Darkness: the Netherlands (Xander)

auguSt 2017
Daoud, Kamel, Zabor or the Psalms: Sweden (Tranan)

D’Silva, Renita, A Daughter’s Courage: Norway (Cappelen Damm)

Escande, Ludovic, Climbing Mont Blanc: Korea (Mujintree)

Dr. Nehls, Michael, Curing Alzheimer’s: the Netherlands (Zuidnederlandse Uitgeverij)

Pépin, Charles, The Virtues of Failure: the Netherlands (Scriptum)

Ricard, Matthieu & Singer, Wolf, Beyond the Self. Dialogues between a Neuroscientist and a Buddhist Monk: 

Brazil (Alaude)

Turner, Matthew, The Successful Mistake: Iran (Tarjomanclub), Indonesia (PT Gramedia Pustaka Utama)

JuLy 2017
Ackerman, Angela & Puglisi, Becca, The Rural Setting Thesaurus and The Urban Setting Thesaurus: Taiwan 

(Solution Publishing/Eurasian Publishing Group)

Daoud, Kamel, Zabor or the Psalms: the Netherlands (Ambo/Anthos)

D’Silva, Renita, A Mother’s Secret: the Netherlands (Boekerij)

Emma, Another Look. A Bunch of Stuff to See Things Differently: Italy (Centauria)

Escande, Ludovic, Climbing Mont Blanc: Germany (Piper/Malik, in a pre-empt)

Glucksmann, Raphaël, Our France and Generation Hangover: Greece (Polis, two-book deal)

Morales, Agus, We Are Not Refugees: USA (Charlesbridge, WEL)

Musso, Guillaume, An Apartment in Paris: the Netherlands (A.W. Bruna)

Ricard, Matthieu & Singer, Wolf, Beyond the Self. Dialogues between a Neuroscientist and a Buddhist Monk: the 

Netherlands (Milinda)

June 2017
Abdolah, Kader, The House of the Mosque: Albania (Fan Noli)

Barbeau-Lavalette, Anaïs, The Woman Who Ran Away: the Netherlands (Querido)

Bhargava, Rohit, Non-Obvious: Brazil (HSM Publishing)

Caboni, Cristina, The Garden of Secret Flowers: France (Presses de la Cité)

Emma, Another Look. A Bunch of Stuff to See Things Differently: Greece (Potamos)

Escande, Ludovic, Climbing Mont Blanc: Italy (Einaudi, at auction)

Halter, Marek, Eve: Serbia (Vulkan)

Marquis, Serge, The Day I Truly Loved Myself: Italy (Sperling & Kupfer, in a pre-empt)
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cLientS & cO-agentS

WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATION
Selected titles presented in our Fall 2017 Rights Lists

france

Allary Editions | Editions du Détour | Editions de La Martinière Littérature | Le Livre de Poche (paper-

back originals only) + imprint Préludes Editions | Massot Editions

the netherLanDS

Bertram + de Leeuw | Hollands Diep | Meulenhoff Boekerij

uniteD StateS

Cinestate | Ideapress Publishing

authOrS (in our Fall 2017 Rights Lists)
Angela Ackerman & Becca Puglisi | James Altucher | Paulien Cornelisse | Chris Ducker | Norine 

Dworkin-McDaniel & Jessica Ziegler | Jacques Expert (via Sonatine Editions) | Marek Halter (via Editions 

Robert Laffont) | Dan Norris | Jesse Warren Tevelow | Matthew Turner

EXCLUSIVE CO-AGENTS 
For our world rights titles

Afrikaans: Van Aggelen African Literary Agency | Brazil: Villas-Boas & Moss Agency | Bulgaria: 

Anthea Agency | Greece: Ersilia Agency | Hungary, Croatia: Andrew Nurnberg Associates, Buda-

pest Office | Israel: The Deborah Harris Agency | Italy: The Ella Sher Agency | Poland: Graal Agen-

cy | Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia: Livia Stoia Agency | Russia, Belarus, Ukraine: 

Anastasia Lester Agency | Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Bosnia, Albania: Pli-

ma Agency | Spain: SalmaiaLit | Taiwan: The Artemis Agency | Turkey: AnatoliaLitAgency
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